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Abstract
In this thesis, we explore the subject of complex spacetimes, in which the math-
ematical theory of complex manifolds gets modified for application to General
Relativity. We will also explore the mysterious Newman-Janis trick, which is
an elementary and quite short method to obtain the Kerr black hole from the
Schwarzschild black hole through the use of complex variables. This exposition
will cover variations of the Newman-Janis trick, partial explanations, as well as
original contributions.
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1Introduction
What is space, time and the quantum? This is the fundamental question of theoret-
ical physics today, exactly 100 years after Albert Einstein completed his theory of
space and time, i.e. General Relativity. This question captures the essence of the
technical issues of quantum gravity as well as the quantum measurement problem.
Space and time as described by Einstein is depicted in a beautiful differential
geometric framework, while quantum theory resides primarily in complex vector
spaces. A hope of trying to answer the above question would be to explore the
interaction between differential geometry and complex vector spaces through the
lens of physics.
In this thesis, we are going to discuss such a view, highlighting established work
on complex spacetimes and exploring a mysterious procedure known as the Newman-
Janis trick.
To elaborate on what the trick does, it is important to recall that a solution of Ein-
stein’s field equations was found within a year after the theory was completed.
This was known as the Schwarzschild spacetime, and it described a black hole.
Another solution called the Kerr spacetime, that described a rotating black hole,
was found almost 50 years later, whose derivation involved incredible algebraic
complexity and hundreds of pages of non-trivial calculations. These two space-
times are considered to be the most important solutions of the theory of General
Relativity.
The Newman-Janis trick is a short elementary procedure where one is able to
obtain the latter solution from the former through the introduction of complex
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variables. However, no one fully understands why this trick works.
Before we move into the main chapters of this thesis, we will provide a short
review of General Relativity in §2. Specifically, we will elaborate on describing
the Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions. In addition to this, we will introduce the
null tetrad formalism where the central geometric variables will be a specific type
of tetrad, instead of the metric.
In chapters §2 and §3, the thesis will move into describing the theory of complex
manifolds and its relationship to spacetime geometry. Complex manifold theory
in the hands of the mathematicians, has evolved into a vast rich subject but mainly,
requires the use of a Riemannian signature metric. We shall then review the work
of Flaherty [1], in which the mathematical theory gets modified for manifolds
with Lorentzian signature metrics. This provides us with a framework in which to
explore research problems regarding complex variables in General Relativity.
The second part of this thesis starts in §4, where the Newman-Janis trick is in-
troduced, including variations of the trick. This will follow the original argument
from the paper that introduced the trick exactly 50 years ago [2].
Since then, a number of partial explanations and analysis have been provided in
regards to the trick. This includes explanations by Roy Kerr and Ezra Newman
themselves and the exposition of these insights will be highlighted in §5.
Finally, we aim to provide an original contribution to this research problem by
writing the trick in a different way. This enables us to show an equivalence be-
tween different approaches and a possible framework to study the physics of the
situation.
2Review of General Relativity
“The state of mind which enables a man to do work of this kind... is akin
to that of the religious worshiper or the lover; the daily effort comes
from no deliberate intention or program, but straight from the heart.”
– Albert Einstein
General Relativity is our current theory for describing space and time and was for-
mulated in its final form by Albert Einstein in 1915 [3, 4]. In addition to this, the
theory advances our understanding of gravitation from the Newtonian perspective
of forces to the modern day understanding of curved spacetimes, described by
Lorentzian metric manifolds satisfying the Einstein field equations.
For a detailed background to the theory of General Relativity, refer to Wald [5] or
Carroll [6] and for a detailed mathematical description of Lorentzian manifolds,
refer to [7, 8].
Before outlining the key equations, we should note some typical conventions are
used, such as that the geometric units are used by default. Hence, the speed of
light is given c ≡ 1, and Newton’s constant of gravitation is given by GN ≡ 1.
Another important point to note is the use of the Einstein summation convention
where one omits the summation symbol whenever a pair of contravariant and co-
variant indices appears in one term. We usually let the indices range over the four
spacetime dimensions unless otherwise stated.
3
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2.1 Lorentzian geometry
A metric is said to have a Lorentzian signature for (+−−−) or (−+++), and
a Euclidean signature for (++++). In particular, we shall use the Lorentzian
signature (+−−−) throughout the thesis except when otherwise stated.
Spacetime is described by a Lorentzian metric manifold and more specifically by
the four dimensional metric tensor, gab, and its invariant quantity ds2 = gab dxa dxb.
The metric tensor plays the crucial role of determining the geometry of the man-
ifold and the important geometric quantities are built from this tensor and its
derivatives.
The connexion/Christoffel symbol, which is not a tensor, is given by
Γabc =
1
2
gad (gdb,c+gdc,b−gbc,d) (2.1)
and defines the notion of parallelism in a manifold. This connexion can be defined
in terms of the covariant derivative of a tensor
∇b V a = ∂b V a+Γacb V
c. (2.2)
This is a generalization of taking a derivative in curved spaces. Notice the devia-
tion from flat space is represented by the connexion.
The Riemann curvature tensor is a quantity which measures the extent to which
the covariant derivative fails to commute, and in that sense, the data about the
curvature is located in the components of this tensor. The explicit formula for this
tensor is given by
R abcd = ∂cΓ
a
bd −∂d Γabc +ΓaecΓ ebd −Γaed Γ ebc. (2.3)
From this, one can see that since the Riemann tensor is made up of the metric and
its derivatives, the geometry of curvature is ultimately contained in the metric.
The Ricci tensor and the associated Ricci scalar can be built out of the Riemann
tensor as
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Rab = Rc acb,
R = gab Rab,
(2.4)
and the Einstein tensor is given by
Gab ≡ Rab− 12 R gab. (2.5)
The celebrated Einstein field equations is beautifully written as
Gab = 8pi Tab, (2.6)
where Tab is the stress-energy tensor, that describes the matter or field which is
creating the curvature in spacetime.
Vacuum spacetimes are solutions where Tab = 0 in (2.6). This can be shown to be
equivalent to the statement that Rab = 0 and is known as a Ricci-flat solution.
2.2 Vacuum spacetimes
In this section, we introduce the two most studied solutions in all of General Rel-
ativity. They also happen to be vacuum spacetimes and in addition to that form
the basis of our study of the Newman-Janis trick.
Schwarzschild spacetime
The Schwarzschild solution was published in 1916 by Karl Schwarzschild [9] and
was obtained within one year after the completion of General Relativity.
The gravitational fields that are important to us in every day life such as the ones
from the Sun or the Earth are described by slowly rotating, nearly spherically sym-
metric objects. These can be best described by the exact spherically symmetric
solution of Einstein’s equations (2.6), namely the Schwarzschild solution.
The Schwarzschild metric in coordinates (t,r,θ ,φ) is given by
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ds2 = (1− 2 m
r
)dt2− 1
1− 2 mr
dr2− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (2.7)
The parameter m measures the amount of mass inside the radius r and in the region
r ≤ 2m, the metric describes a black hole region. Observers can enter it, but can
never leave the region. The exact surface between this region and the outside is
known as the event horizon of a black hole.
Notice that a true singularity exists for r = 0 and a coordinate singularity exists
r= 2m as can be shown if one were to put this metric in another coordinate system.
We can express this vacuum solution in the advanced Eddington-Finkelstein co-
ordinates by performing a coordinate transformation,
u = t− r−2m ln
( r
2m
−1
)
,
r′ = r,
θ ′ = θ ,
φ ′ = φ ,
(2.8)
and dropping the primes, to obtain
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
r
)
du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (2.9)
If one sets the mass parameter m to zero, we obtain the flat metric given by
ds2 = du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (2.10)
Kerr spacetime
The Kerr solution was discovered by Roy Kerr almost 50 years after the com-
pletion of General Relativity [10]. The derivation involved an enormous amount
of algebraic complexity and hundreds of pages of non-trivial calculations. For a
detailed account of the construction of the solution by Kerr, refer to [11].
The Kerr metric is a mathematical description of rotating black holes and is the
rotating generalization of the Schwarzschild metric. The physical parameters in-
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volved extend from considering only mass to now including the parameter a which
is the angular momentum per unit mass.
The advanced Eddington-Finkelstein form of the Kerr spacetime is given by coor-
dinates (u,r,θ ,φ) and the metric is expressed as
ds2 = (1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)du2+2 du dr+
4 m r asin2θ
r2+a2cos2θ
du dφ
−2 a sin2θ dφ dr− ((r2+a2cos2θ)a2 sin2θ +2 m r a2 sin2θ
+(r2+a2cos2θ)2)
sin2θ
(r2+a2cos2θ)
dφ2− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2. (2.11)
Notice that if one sets a = 0, one obtains the Schwarzschild geometry and if one
sets m = 0, then the flat space metric is obtained.
A true singularity exists for Kerr where the singularity takes the shape of a ring
given by
r = 0; θ =
pi
2
. (2.12)
The Kerr spacetime has a large number of differences compared to the Schwarzschild
spacetime as there are different surfaces associated to it such the outer and inner
event horizons as well as surfaces known as ergospheres. Detailed analysis on
these specific structures and other characteristics can be found in [11, 12].
2.3 Null Tetrads
Null tetrads and their associated Newman-Penrose field equations [13, 14] is an-
other framework for expressing the theory of General Relativity. For the purposes
of this thesis, we will only consider null tetrads themselves and not delve into this
new Newman-Penrose framework.
In a spacetime endowed with a physically meaningful extra property known as a
spinor structure [15], one can define a local null tetrad. Hence, at each point on
the manifold, there are four null vectors la,na,ma,ma with specific properties.
The vectors la and na are real and satisfy la na = 1. The other two vectors, ma,ma
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are complex null vectors and have the property that they are complex conjugates
of each other and satisfy the condition, ma ma =−1.
The null tetrad can become the central variable of General Relativity and its rela-
tionship to the metric tensor can be expressed as
gab = la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb, (2.13)
gab = la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb. (2.14)
But finding a null tetrad for a metric can sometimes be difficult (and is never
unique) and hence it is a science, but as well an art.
An important set of transformations to consider are the proper Lorentz transfor-
mations on the null tetrads. The first involves a null rotation about la and is given
by
la→ lˆa = la,
na→ nˆa = na+a ma+a ma+a a la,
ma→ mˆa = ma+a la,
ma→ mˆa = ma+a la,
(2.15)
where a is an arbitrary complex function. The second Lorentz transformation
represents a boost in the la - na plane and a rotation in the ma - ma plane. This is
expressed by
la −→ lˆa = A−1 la,
na −→ nˆa = A na,
ma −→ mˆa = eiφ ma,
ma −→ mˆa = e−iφ ma,
(2.16)
where A and φ are arbitrary real functions. The final proper Lorentz transforma-
tion is a null rotation about na, given by
2.4. DISCUSSION 9
la→ lˆa = la+b ma+b ma+b b na,
na→ nˆa = na,
ma→ mˆa = ma+b na,
ma→ mˆa = ma+b na,
(2.17)
where b is an arbitrary complex function.
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we outlined the key points of the theory of General Relativity.
Spacetime can be described by a Lorentzian manifold satisfying the Einstein equa-
tions (2.6). The first vacuum solution considered was the Schwarzschild solution
and was found within one year after General Relativity was finalized. The Kerr so-
lution took almost an astounding 50 years to find. The comparison between these
solutions represent the opposite ends of a spectrum when it comes to analytically
solving the Einstein equations.
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3Complex Manifold Theory
“Algebra is the offer made by the devil to the mathematician... All you
need to do, is give me your soul: give up geometry.”
– Michael Atiyah
To begin the investigation of complexified spacetimes and their relevance to the
Newman-Janis trick, this chapter will provide the necessary mathematical back-
ground of complex manifold theory.
Complex manifolds represent the synthesis of complex variables with the field of
differential geometry. These mathematical constructions have found applications
in various areas of physics including proposed theories of quantum gravity such
as supersymmetric string theory as well as twistor theory. A particularly nice
general summary is presented by Penrose in [16]. Within the context of General
Relativity, complex manifolds are introduced in a variety of ways, of which the
one that is explored in this thesis is largely due to Flaherty [1]. On a historical
note, Einstein himself introduced a complex valued metric tensor in an attempt to
include General Relativity into a unified field theory [17].
Standard references for the subject of complex manifolds include [18, 19, 20], but
we will be closely following the material presented by Flaherty in [1].
11
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3.1 Complex Linear Algebra
We start this chapter by considering vector spaces, before moving to the case of
manifolds.
Complexification & Complex Structure
Let V be a real finite-dimensional vector space which we denote (V , R).
Definition 3.1. The complexification of (V , R) is the complex vector space VC,
also denoted (VC, C), where:
(i) Z = X + iY ∈VC ←→ X ,Y ∈V ;
(ii) (X1+ iY1)+(X2+ iY2)≡ (X1+X2)+ i(Y1+Y2) for all X1,X2,Y1,Y2 ∈V ;
(iii) (α+ iβ )(X + iY )≡ (αX−βY ) + i(βX +αY ) for all X ,Y ∈V and α,β ∈ R.
A crucial point is that VC satisfies the axioms of a complex vector space and that
complex conjugation in VC is defined by Z = X + iY ≡ X− iY .
Definition 3.2. A complex structure on a finite-dimensional real vector space V
is an endomorphism J such that J(J(X)) = −X for all X ∈ V . We will denote a
vector space with a complex structure by (V, R; J).
Theorem 3.1. (V, R; J) is even-dimensional. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
From the above theorem, we can see that the dimensionality of a vector space with
a complex structure, which we denote by n, can be expressed as n = 2m for a par-
ticular m. This allows one to create a notation where we can let unbarred indices
range from index value 1 to index value m and let barred indices range from m+1
to m+m = n. Thus producing expressions of the form AαBα =
m
∑
α=1
AαBm+α .
The following theorem will show that a complex structure on a real vector space
(V, R; J), has a relationship to the complexification of that vector space VC, in
particular to the subspaces of the complexified vector space. Given (V, R; J), we
can define the following subspaces of VC:
W (J) = {Z|Z = X− iJ(X) and X ∈V}; (3.1)
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W (J) = {Z|Z = X + iJ(X) and X ∈V}. (3.2)
The subspaces W (J) and W (J) are said to be complex conjugates of each other,
since given an element Z ∈W (J), one can see that the complex conjugate of Z is
in W (J), for all elements in VC.
Theorem 3.2. Given (V,R; J), then VC=W (J)
⊕
W (J). Conversely, given (V,R),
where U and U are subspaces of (VC,C) which are complex conjugates to each
other and VC =U
⊕
U, then there is exists a complex structure J for V such that
W (J) =U and W (J) =U. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
One can extend the complex structure, which was initially defined to be a struc-
ture on a real vector space V , to the endomorphism J : VC → VC. This has the
implication that elements of the set W (J) satisfy the equation J(Z) = iZ. These
vectors are referred to as type (1,0). Consequently, W (J) is then the subspace of
VC consisting of vectors Z where J(Z) =−iZ and these vectors are referred to as
type (0,1).
The operator−J is also a complex structure on V and is referred to as the complex
structure conjugate to J.
Complex Structure on the Dual Space
Definition 3.3. The dual space V ∗ of (V, R; J) consists of all linear functions
ω : V → R.
If we are given an X ∈V , the notation that we use for the value of the real number
in the above mapping is ω(X) or < X ,ω >.
The complexification of V ∗ is denoted by V ∗C and this is the complex vector space
consisting of all linear functions ω+ iθ : V →C. An explicit expanded expression
for this map is given by (ω + iθ)(X) = ω(X)+ iθ(X) for all X ∈ V and for all
ω+ iθ ∈V ∗C.
A unique complex structure, J∗, can be constructed for the dual space V ∗, given
that there is a complex structure on the vector space V . Given a ω ∈V ∗, we define
J∗(ω) ∈V ∗ by
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J∗(ω)(X) = ω(J(X)) for all X ∈V. (3.3)
From this, we can deduce that J∗ is a complex structure for V ∗. To see this
note (J∗)2(ω)(X) = J∗(ω)(J(X)) =ω(J2(X)) =ω(−X) = (−ω)(X). Therefore,
(J∗)2(ω) =−ω for all ω ∈V ∗.
The operator J∗ can also be extended to map the complexified dual space V ∗C to
itself. This allows us to define type (1,0) elements as those linear functions ω for
which J∗(ω) = iω . Similarly type (0,1) forms are elements, ω in V ∗C for which
J∗(ω) = −iω . As for the case of the complexified vector space, we can get a
direct sum decomposition expression of the form V ∗C =W (J∗)
⊕
W (J∗).
Coordinate representation
The next step in our introduction to complex structures on vector spaces is to
introduce these expressions in terms of coordinates. At this stage, these are merely
coordinates on the vector space, not coordinates on any underlying manifold. In
particular, we’ll set up bases and this enables one to then perform calculations.
Let {e1, ...,en} be a basis for V , and let the corresponding basis for V ∗ be labelled
as {e∗1, ...,e∗n}, such that e∗a(eb) = δ ba . An arbitrary element of V can then be
represented as X = xaea. In addition to this, an element of V ∗ can now be written
with respect to this basis as ω = ωa e∗a.
The complex structure acting on an element of V , with respect to this basis, is
written as J(ea) = J ba eb. By using the definition of a complex structure, we see
that:
− ea = J2(ea) = J ba J cb ec −→ J ba J cb =−δ ca (3.4)
To illustate an example, suppose J(X) =Y , where Y = yb eb, then we see in coor-
dinates that yb = J ba x
a.
Since our vector space is of dimensionality n = 2m, it follows that J ba is a 2m×
2m matrix. Furthermore, it can be shown that J ba has m eigenvalues +i with
eigenvectors of type (1,0) vectors and m eigenvalues−i with eigenvectors of type
(0,1) vectors.
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A useful expression for calculations is that given an arbitrary basis {e1, ...,en}, the
most general complex structure on a vector space is given by the expression
J da = S
b
a (J0)
c
b (S
−1) dc , (3.5)
where
(J0) cb =
(
0 Im
−Im 0
)
, (3.6)
and Im is a m×m identity matrix. In addition to this, it is crucial that S ba has to
have the property of being a non-singular matrix.
We will now consider how one goes about setting up a basis for V ∗C by using
a complex structure J. The construction would involve starting with same ba-
sis {e∗1, ...,e∗n} for V ∗, and use this to construct a basis λ a for V ∗C, using J as
follows:
λ a(X) = e∗a(J(X))+ ie∗a(X). (3.7)
We can then choose the {e∗1, ...,e∗n} basis in such a way that the set {λ 1, ...,λm}
is C-linearly independent. These form the basis for the subspace W (J∗). The
elements {λ 1, ...,λm} form the basis for the subspace W (J∗).
Writing this basis as λα , and then splitting it up into real and imaginary parts
λα = µα + iµα , (recall that unbarred indices range and sum over 1, ...,m and
barred indices range and sum over m+1, ...,m+m= n), we can find that {µα ,µα}
is a basis for V ∗. One can then construct the dual basis to V ∗ which provides a
basis for V denoted by {Eα ,Eα}.
The action of the complex structure J on such a basis is J(Eα) = Eα , while
J(Eα) =−Eα .
One can use this coordinate based construction to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. A complex structure J determines an orientation of V. (See e.g.
Flaherty [1].)
In this section, we concentrated our study on complex structures acting on vector
spaces. This will naturally connect to later aspects of this chapter when we con-
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sider complex structures on vector spaces at points of a type of manifold called a
complex manifold.
3.2 Complex Manifolds
The mathematical construction of a complex manifold involves starting with the
basic constituents of a manifold.
Complex Structure on Manifolds
One starts off with a manifold, denoted by M, which by definition has the property
that each point p ∈M has a neighborhood U homeomorphic to Rn for some value
n. The coordinate charts of a manifold denoted by x : U ⊆ M → R provide a
system of local coordinates for points of the manifold.
In this thesis, we will only consider manifolds of real dimension n = 2m, i.e.
even-dimensional. In other studies of complex manifolds one usually starts with
defining a manifold where the chart is covered by open sets homeomorphic to Cm.
But sinceR2m is homeomorphic toCm, we will stick to this particular construction
of a complex manifold.
Given that our manifolds must be even-dimensional, an arbitrary point p ∈U has
a coordinate representation by the chart x as x(p) = (x1, ...,xn). We refer to this as
the real coordinates. To get what we call the complex coordintes (z1, ...,zm), we
use the formula
zα ≡ xα + ixα . (3.8)
This allows us to create complex coordinates to points of any even-dimensional
manifold. The complex coordinates and real coordinates are in one-to-one rela-
tionship by the relations
xα =
1
2
(zα + zα); (3.9)
xα =
1
2i
(zα − zα). (3.10)
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To construct the essential component of a complex manifold, one has to consider
the transition functions of the atlas of the manifold.
Suppose p ∈ U ∩U ′ where x : U ∩U ′ →W ⊆ Rn and x′ : U ∩U ′ →W ′ ⊆ Rn.
Hence, p has two sets of real coordinates, xa and xa
′
, and the transition functions
are given by xa
′
= xa
′
(xb) and xa = xa(xb
′
). Given that we can interchange between
real and complex coordinates of p, one can also rewrite these transition functions
as zα
′
= zα
′
(zβ ,zβ ) and zα = zα(zβ
′
,zβ ′).
Definition 3.4. A structure on a manifold is constructed by restricting the allowed
sets U,U ′, ... to those for which the associated transition functions belong to some
specific pseudogroup of transformations. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
A common example of a structure on a manifold that is found in General Relativity
is one with a differentiable structure. Here the transition functions are required to
be at least C2 functions.
Definition 3.5. A manifold has a complex structure if it can be covered by sets
U,U ′, ... such that in the intersections of these sets, the transition functions zα ′ =
zα
′
(zβ ) are holomorphic functions.
Definition 3.6. A complex manifold is a manifold which admits a complex struc-
ture.
In other words, a complex manifold is a manifold that consists of an atlas of open
sets U,U ′, ... such that if zα ,zβ are the complex coordinates associated with U,U ′
where U ∩U ′ is non-empty, then
zβ
′
= zβ
′
(zα), det (∂ zβ
′
/∂ zα) 6= 0, (3.11)
where zβ
′
(zα) are holomorphic functions of zα .
Equivalently, using real coordinates for the transition functions, one can write
them as xβ
′
= xβ
′
(xα ,xα) and xβ ′ = xβ ′(xα ,xα). If these functions satisfy the
Cauchy-Riemann conditions,
∂xβ ′
∂xα
=
∂xβ
′
∂xα
, and
∂xβ ′
∂xα
=−∂x
β ′
∂xα
, (3.12)
then the manifold is a complex manifold.
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Conditions to admit a complex structure
There are a number of conditions that must be met for a manifold to admit a com-
plex structure. One of them is that the manifold has to be of even dimensionality.
Another condition involves a property called orientability.
Definition 3.7. A manifold is orientable if and only if it can be covered by open
sets such that if whenever xa
′
= xa
′
(xb) are the transition functions for intersecting
sets, then det(∂xa′/∂xb)> 0.
Theorem 3.4. A complex manifold is orientable. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Even-dimensionality and orientability are not sufficient conditions for a manifold
to be a complex manifold. Figuring out whether a manifold has a complex struc-
ture is a non-trivial problem [21]. In the following, a few examples of complex
manifolds are provided including spaces that may be familiar to us.
Examples of Complex Manifolds
The trivial example of a complex manifold is Euclidean space R2m. It only needs
a single chart to cover it since it is homeomorphic to R2m. The real coordintates
would be x1, ...,xm,xm+1, ...,x2m everywhere, and the corresponding complex co-
ordinates are z1 = x1+ ixm+1, ...,zm = xm+ ix2m. This coordinate system provides
a complex structure for the space in consideration.
A particularly important class of complex manifolds that occurs in areas of pure
mathematics such as algebraic geometry [19], and in areas of physics such as
in geometric quantum mechanics [22, 23], are complex projective spaces. An
intuitive notion of these spaces is that a point in the complex projective space is a
line through Cm+1. Basically one starts off with the punctured space Cm+1/0 and
using an equivalence relation, we identify
(z1, ...,zm+1)≈ (λ z1, ...,λ zm+1) (3.13)
for any non-zero complex scalar λ . To obtain the complex structure for this space,
one can form an atlas with charts given by
U j = {zα : α = 1, ...,m+1|z j 6= 0}, wα( j) ≡
zα
z j
, (3.14)
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for some fixed j. The atlas covers the entire complex projective space and each
individual chart is homeomorphic to R2m. To check whether it has a complex
structure, we look at the transition functions given by
wα(i) ≡
zα
zi
=
zα/z j
zi/z j
=
wα( j)
w i
( j)
, (3.15)
and indeed, these are holomorphic functions.
Conjugate and Product Manifolds
To define the analytic continuation of functions on a complex manifold, requires
the introduction of various mathematical structures. These are the conjugate com-
plex structure, the conjugate manifold and finally the case of the product manifold.
Definition 3.8. Given a manifold, M, with complex structure defined by the set
of coordinate patches {(U,zα),(U ′,zα ′), ...}, the conjugate complex structure is
defined as the complex structure {(U,zα),(U ′,zα ′), ...}.
Theorem 3.5. The conjugate complex structure is a complex structure for M. (See
e.g. Flaherty [1].)
We have seen a complex structure for R2m, given by complex coordinates z1 =
x1+ ixm+1, ...,zm = xm+ ix2m. The conjugate complex structure is put on R2m by
specifying the coordinates z1
′
= x1− ixm+1, ...,zm′ = xm− ix2m. To really see that
these complex structures are inequivalent despite covering the same manifold, one
can look at the coordinate transformations between them, and show that they are
non-holomorphic.
Definition 3.9. Given a complex manifold M, the conjugate manifold M is that
complex manifold for which there exists a homeomorphism ∗ : M→M such that if
(U,zα) is a chart of M and ∗(U) =V , then (V,zα) is a chart of M with zα(∗(p)) =
zα(p) for all p ∈U.
The homeomorphism in coordinate patch V was labelled zα to be consistent with
our previous notation, and one can label those coordinates to range from zm+1 to
z2m.
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Definition 3.10. Given a manifold M with complex structure {(U,zα),(U ′,zβ ′), ...},
and its conjugate M with complex structure {(V,zα),(V ′,zβ ′), ...}, the product
manifold denotes the manifold M×M with complex structure consisting of a max-
imal atlas that includes {(U×V,zα ,zα),(U ′×V ′,zβ ′,zβ ′), ...}. In addition to this,
in the intersection of the charts, we have the following holomorphic transition
functions zβ
′
= f β
′
(zα) and zβ ′ = f β ′(zα).
The product manifold M×M has twice the dimensionality of M. In particular, M
can be shown to be a submanifold of M×M with the condition that zα = zα .
In the following, we proceed to define a number of different mathematical objects
on complex manifolds.
3.3 Functions on a Complex Manifold
The notion of a product manifold will prove to be useful when considering prop-
erties of functions on a complex manifold.
If we are given a real analytic function in real coordinates on a complex manifold,
it can be shown that the same function in terms of complex coordinates will not,
in general, be holomorphic. What is surprising though, is that one can construct
a holomorphic function given an underlying real analytic function, as long as we
define the respective holomorphic function on a product manifold.
To be more explicit, our discussion of functions f : M → R on complex mani-
folds starts with considering an arbitrary coordinate patch of that manifold, say
(U,x). One can then proceed to consider the associated coordinate functions
( f ◦ x−1) (zα ,zα) and ( f ◦ x−1) (xα ,xα) which we denote f (zα ,zα) and f (xα ,xα)
respectively. As we have stated above, f (zα ,zα)will not necessarily be a complex
analytic function of f (xα ,xα) but there does exist a relevant relationship which the
following theorem reveals.
Theorem 3.6. Every real analytic function f (xα ,xα) on M gives rise to a complex
analytic function F(zα ,zα) on M×M, which we refer to as the analytic continu-
ation of f (xα ,xα). (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
The operation of taking a partial derivative of complex-valued functions on a com-
plex manifold also requires the construction of the product manifold.
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Definition 3.11. Given a real analytic function f (xα ,xα) on M and the corre-
sponding complex coordinate function f (zα ,zα) we define
∂ f (zα ,zα)
∂ zβ
≡ ∂F(z
α ,zα)
∂ zβ
∣∣∣∣
zα=zα
(3.16)
and
∂ f (zα ,zα)
∂ zβ
≡ ∂F(z
α ,zα)
∂ zβ
∣∣∣∣
zα=zα
(3.17)
where F is the analytic continuation of f .
3.4 Vectors on a Complex Manifold
The foregoing discussion on complex linear algebra will prove to be useful for
the consideration of vectors on complex manifolds. For a general background on
vectors and vector spaces at points on a manifold, see Wald [5].
Before we consider the case of a complex manifold, consider two significant vec-
tor spaces associated to a point p on a differentiable manifold M. This refers to
the tangent space Mp and the cotangent space M ∗p . Furthermore, one can use the
procedure of complexification to construct the complexified tangent space MCp
from the tangent space, and complexified cotangent space MCp from the cotan-
gent space. This also implies that Mp and M ∗p are subspaces of MCp and M ∗Cp
respectively.
We will now focus on these four vector spaces and study the effects of introduc-
ing complex structures on them. As in the previous section, we assume that our
manifold is even-dimensional and in addition to this, we advance our analysis by
studying the more restricted case of a complex manifold.
Tangent spaces
The tangent space Mp of an even-dimensional differentiable manifold consists of a
basis of n tangent vectors ∂/∂xa, defined by its operation on coordinate functions
f (xa) as (∂/∂xa)( f ) = ∂ f (xb)/∂xa. One can write an arbitrary vector (tangent
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vector) as
X = ζα(∂/∂xα)+ζα(∂/∂xα), (3.18)
which has basis {∂/∂xα ,∂/∂xα}. We refer to this basis as the real basis. Fur-
thermore, the components {ζα ,ζα} (which are real numbers) are called the “real
components” with respect to the real basis. The reason for the name will become
clear later, when we consider a different type of basis for the case when we look
at the complexified tangent space of a complex manifold.
If our manifold underlying the tangent space is a complex manifold, one can in-
troduce a particular complex structure for the tangent space as shown by the fol-
lowing definition.
Definition 3.12. The canonical complex structure for the tangent space Mp at a
point p of a complex manifold M is the complex structure J given by the operation
J(∂/∂xα) = ∂/∂xα J(∂/∂xα) =−∂/∂xα , (3.19)
where {xα ,xα} are the real coordinates of a coordinate patch (U,xα ,xα) of a
complex structure containing p.
Due to the complex structure of the manifold, the canonical complex structure of
the tangent space acting on the basis vectors has the same expression regardless of
what chart of the complex structure of the manifold one uses, provided it contains
the point p. To be more explicit, if (U ′,xα ′,xα ′) is another chart of the complex
structure of the manifold, then
J(∂/∂xα
′
) = ∂/∂xα ′, J(∂/∂xα ′) =−∂/∂xα ′ . (3.20)
Cotangent spaces
Our attention turns to the cotangent space M ∗p of an even-dimensional differen-
tiable manifold. It has a basis which is dual to {∂/∂xα ,∂/∂xα}, denoted by
{dxα ,dxα} and this is also called the real basis, but now with respect to the cotan-
gent space. An arbitrary cotangent vector can be represented in terms of the real
basis as
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ω = ωα dxα +ωα dxα , (3.21)
where the components with respect to the real basis {dxα ,dxα} are referred to as
real components.
In the more restricted case of a complex manifold, the canonical complex structure
J on Mp induces a complex structure J∗ on M ∗p . The operation of such a structure
on the real basis of M ∗p is given by
J∗(dxα) =−dxα ; J∗(dxα) = dxα ; (3.22)
and this expression is maintained regardless of whether one uses another chart for
the complex structure.
So far we have been referring to the bases above as real — the introduction of a
complex basis is tied into the following discussion on the complexified tangent
space.
Complexified Tangent Spaces
The complexified tangent space MCp at a point on a even-dimensional differen-
tiable manifold contains the set of complexified tangent vectors at that point. In
other words, if X ∈Mp is given by real components {ζα ,ζα} and the real com-
ponent of a vector Y ∈Mp is {ηα ,ηα}, the resulting complexified tangent vector
in MCp has the expression
X + iY = (ζα + iηα)∂/∂xα +(ζα + iηα)∂/∂xα , (3.23)
where the real components are complex numbers, ζα + iηα and ζα + iηα .
If we focus on the complex coordinates of a chart, zα = xα+ ixα and zα = xα− ixα ,
one can derive a new basis for the complexified tangent space which we refer to
as the complex basis.
Theorem 3.7. Given the basis {∂/∂xα ,∂/∂xα} for MCp , one can construct a
basis called the complex basis, for this vector space given by expression
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∂/∂ zα =
1
2
(∂/∂xα − i∂/∂xα), (3.24)
∂/∂ zα =
1
2
(∂/∂xα + i∂/∂xα). (3.25)
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
An arbitrary complexified tangent vector that is represented using the complex
basis will have components that we refer to as complex components.
Limiting ourselves now to the case of a complex manifold, we saw in the section
on complex linear algebra, one was able to extend the complex structure from
a vector space V to VC. Therefore, it is also possible to extend the canonical
complex structure to act on all of the complexified tangent spaces M Cp . This
extension will reveal further properties of a complex manifold as expressed by the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.8. In a complex manifold, the action of the canonical complex struc-
ture on the complex basis of M Cp on any chart of the complex structure of the
manifold is given by
J(∂/∂ zα) = i (∂/∂ zα), J(∂/∂ zα) =−i (∂/∂ zα). (3.26)
Conversely, if J has this form with respect to both of two intersecting charts, then
the complex coordinate transformations are holomorphic (provided it is real ana-
lytic). (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Complexified Cotangent spaces
Finally, for the case of the complexified cotangent space M∗Cp , an arbitrary element
of the space can be represented using the real basis {dxα ,dxα}. If we perform the
complex coordinate transformation zα = xα + ixα and zα = xα − ixα , one can
introduce a new type of basis called the complex basis {dzα ,dzα}.
The relationship between the complex basis and real basis of the complexified
cotangent space is given by
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dzα = dxα + idxα , (3.27)
dzα = dxα − idxα . (3.28)
Therefore, an arbitrary complexified cotangent vector can be expressed in terms of
a real basis or a complex basis. Once again, if one is representing a complexified
cotangent vector with respect to the complex basis, the components are referred
to as complex components.
3.5 Tensors on a Complex Manifold
Tensors play a crucial role in General Relativity, particularly in representing mean-
ingful physical quantities. Our mathematical excursion into complex manifolds,
has finally brought us into the subject of tensors and tensor fields. We provide a
basic introduction as well as some explicit examples of the interaction of tensors
on a complex manifold. In particular, we shall see that having a complex structure
on a manifold makes some transformation laws particularly elegant for objects
known as complex tensors.
Complex Tensors
Generalizing from vectors in vector spaces, one can construct multi-linear map-
pings from the products of the complexified tangent space and complexified cotan-
gent space to the complex numbers T : M ∗Cp ×M ∗Cp × ...×MCp ×MCp →C. These
are referred to as complex tensors. Our notation will involve lower case letters
for the real components of a tensor and upper case for complex components of a
tensor.
An example of a complex tensor which can be represented in terms of the real
bases is the complex tensor T : M ∗Cp ×M ∗Cp ×MCp → C,
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T = t γαβ dx
α ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+ t γαβ dx
α ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+ t γ
αβ
dxα ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+ t γαβ dx
α ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+ t γ
αβ
dxα ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+ t γαβ dx
α ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+t γ
αβ
dxα ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
+ t γ
αβ
dxα ⊗ dxβ ⊗ ∂
∂xγ
.
(3.29)
One can also express a complex tensor in terms of the complex basis and the
tensor above in complex basis would be explicitly written as
T = T γαβ dz
α ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+T γαβ dz
α ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+ T γ
αβ
dzα ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+T γαβ dz
α ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+ T γ
αβ
dzα ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+T γαβ dz
α ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+ T γ
αβ
dzα ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
+T γ
αβ
dzα ⊗ dzβ ⊗ ∂
∂ zγ
.
(3.30)
Given that zα = xα + i xα , and taking into account the conjugate zα , the follow-
ing formula provides a convenient transformation relationship between the real
(ta b...c d...) and complex components (T
a b...
c d...) of an arbitrary tensor,
T a b...c d... =
∂ za
∂xe
∂ zb
∂x f
...
∂xg
∂ zc
∂xh
∂ zd
... te f ...g h.... (3.31)
Note that the Latin letters range from 1, ... , m for the index α and range from
m+1, ... , m+m = 2m for α .
A calculation that highlights the effectiveness of formula (3.31) is shown as fol-
lows. Suppose we have a vector V which has real components {ζα , ζα} and com-
plex components {Vα , Vα}. Applying the transformation formula to this vector,
one can proceed to find the expression
Vα =
∂ zα
∂xα
ζα +
∂ zα
∂xα
ζα = ζα + iζα . (3.32)
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Similarly, it can be found that Vα = ζα − iζα .
Real Tensors
Computationally, real tensors are tensors whose real components are real num-
bers. An interesting question we would like to answer is that given a tensor is
represented using a complex basis, how can we identify whether or not it is a real
tensor?
To start our analysis, consider the simple case of an element of the complexified
tangent space M Cp ,
V = ζα
∂
∂xα
+ζα
∂
∂xα
. (3.33)
The components are complex numbers, but if we restrict them to be real numbers,
i.e. ζα = ζα and ζα = ζα , then elements of such set are part of the subspace, Mp.
Such elements are called the real vectors, since their real components are real.
If we now represent V in terms of the complex basis, with complex components
{Vα , Vα}, and we enforce the condition that V = V , it produces a real vector.
Explicitly, one finds that for the vector to be a real vector, the complex components
have to satisfy Vα =Vα and Vα =Vα .
We now have two ways to identify whether a vector in the complexified tangent
space is a real vector. Both of these definitions can be shown to be equivalent, and
even in the extended case of a real tensor.
It is important to note that a real tensor expressed in a complex basis has to have
complex components that satisfy the condition, T a b...c d ... = T
a b...
c d ...
.
Type of Tensor
The section on complex linear algebra refers to certain vectors as type (1,0) and
type (0,1) vectors, when acted upon by a complex structure. We will show that
on a complex manifold using a complex basis, the type of a particular vector will
have very simple expressions.
On a complex manifold, given the canonical complex structure J, one can see that
the vector V = ζα ∂∂xα − iζα ∂∂xα satisfies J(V )= iV , thereby making it a type (1,0)
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vector. Thus we have the expression that ζα =−iζα which eventually leads us to
the fact that the complex components of the vector, {Vα ,Vα}, require that Vα = 0.
Thus type (1,0) vectors in a complex basis are all of the form V =Vα ∂/∂ zα . A
type (0,1) vector with respect to the canonical complex structure is expressed as
V =Vα ∂/∂ zα .
In addition to this, simpler expressions in terms of the complex basis also exist for
type (1,0) forms and type (0,1) forms. These are respectively ω = ωα dzα and
ω = ωα dzα .
The generalization to tensors exist in the sense that we can speak of contravariant
type (p,q) and covariant type (r,s) tensors. An example is given by a tensor that
is of covariant type (0,2) and it is expressed as T = Tαβ dz
α ⊗ dzβ .
Complex Tensors on Complex Manifolds
The highlight of this section is the following transformation law which utilizes the
structure of a complex manifold, in particular the fact that the Cauchy-Riemann
equations hold in the intersection of two charts. This transformation law of tensors
with respect to their complex components has the formula
Tα
′...β ′...
η ′ ...ζ ′...
=
∂ zα ′
∂ zµ
...
(∂ zβ ′
∂ zφ
)
...
∂ zω
∂ zη ′
...
( ∂ zθ
∂ zζ ′
)
...T µ...φ ...ω ...θ ... (3.34)
An application of this transformation law can be applied to a vector which has the
expression Vα =Vα ∂/∂ zα +Vα ∂/∂ zα according to a chart of the manifold and
the expression Vα
′
=Vα
′ ∂/∂ zα ′+Vα ′ ∂/∂ zα ′ of another intersecting chart. Using
the transformation law, one can find that in the intersection of the two charts, we
have the transformations for complex components as
Vα
′
=
∂ zα ′
∂ zβ
V β , Vα
′
=
(∂ zα ′
∂ zβ
)
V β . (3.35)
If the underlying manifold did not satisfy the requirement of a complex manifold,
then the transformation law would not have such a simple expression.
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Tensor Fields and Analytic Continuation
For a general background on tensor bundles and the rigorous construction of ten-
sor fields, refer to Lee [24]. A crucial point is that for the case of tensor fields, the
components of a tensor now become functions of points on the manifold.
We will now discuss the concept of analytic continuation of tensor fields on a
complex manifold which creates a new tensor field residing on the product mani-
fold.
The general procedure for analytic continuation of tensor fields is that we replace
the complex component functions with their analytic continuation. In addition to
this, the basis vectors ∂/∂ zα and dzα are replaced by ∂/∂ zα and dzα .
As an example consider a vector field on a complex manifold, M, expressed as
V =Vα(zβ ,zβ ) ∂/∂ zα +Vα(zβ ,zβ ) ∂/∂ zα . (3.36)
The analytic continuation of such a vector field is a new vector field that is defined
on the product manifold given by
Y = Yα(zβ ,zβ ) ∂/∂ zα +Yα(zβ ,zβ ) ∂/∂ zα , (3.37)
where the functions Yα and Yα are respectively the analytic continuations of Vα
and Vα .
3.6 Almost Complex Manifolds
Almost complex manifolds are objects in the mathematical universe that are stud-
ied for their own elegant properties. But within the context of this thesis, we
concentrate on their applicability and their computational properties in answer-
ing a significant question about complex manifolds. That is, how can we tell if a
manifold admits a complex structure?
To start exploring this question, one needs to first set up a few definitions regarding
these new types of manifolds.
Definition 3.13. An almost complex structure on M is a real differentiable tensor
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field J of rank (1,1) with the property
J(J(V )) =−V (3.38)
for any differentiable vector field V .
In other words the real components of this tensor j ba satisfies j
s
a j
b
s =−δ ba .
Definition 3.14. A manifold which admits an almost complex structure is called
an almost complex manifold.
Theorem 3.9. A manifold M with an almost complex structure J is even-dimensional
and orientable. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
The proof of the theorem requires an equivalent definition of an almost complex
structure on a manifold, which is that of a differentiable field of linear maps Jp :
Mp→Mp on each tangent space Mp such that Jp(Jp(ηp)) =−ηp for all ηp ∈Mp.
Thus the tensor field J can be used to construct a complex structure on vector
spaces Mp for each p ∈M.
An example of an almost complex manifold is R4 where one can cover the mani-
fold with standard coordinates {x1,x2,x3,x4}, and the almost complex structure is
represented using the tensor
j ba =

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 . (3.39)
Concentrating our focus back towards complex manifolds, we shall see that the
relationship between complex manifolds and almost complex manifolds is that the
former is a subset of the latter.
Theorem 3.10. A complex manifold admits an almost complex structure. (See e.g.
Flaherty [1].)
In other words, a complex manifold is an almost complex manifold.
A sketch of the proof is that a complex manifold admits the canonical complex
structure on Mp for all p ∈ M (See Definition 3.12). This canonical complex
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structure fits the requirement of what is required to be an almost complex struc-
ture. Thereby, allowing a complex manifold to be expressed as an almost complex
manifold.
Equivalently one can use the extended canonical complex structure (See Theorem
3.8) and conclude that it also fits the requirement of an almost complex structure.
The complex components of that tensor are given by
J ba =
[
iδ βα 0
0 −iδ βα
]
, (3.40)
regardless of the choice of chart of the complex structure.
Through the lens of almost complex manifolds, a canonical complex structure of
a complex manifold is known as an integrable almost complex structure. One
can say that such an almost complex structure is integrable or was induced by an
underlying complex structure.
Every complex manifold admits an almost complex structure but not every al-
most complex structure is induced. Therefore only a subset of almost complex
manifolds are complex manifolds.
Let us return to the main question of how to determine if a manifold has a complex
structure? We have seen that one can set up an almost complex structure and
we would like to check if it’s an integrable structure. If it is, then we have the
canonical complex structure for a complex manifold and thereby, allowing us to
put complex coordinates on the manifold and treat is as a complex manifold.
To see an algorithmic process for determining the integrability of an almost com-
plex structure i.e. if an almost complex manifold is a complex manifold, requires
the following definition.
Definition 3.15. The Nijenhuis tensor N of a manifold [25] with an almost com-
plex structure J is the tensor whose real components are given by
n cab = j
s
a ( j
c
b , s− j cs ,b)− j sb ( j ca , s− j cs ,a), (3.41)
where j ba are the real components of J and the commas represent partial deriva-
tives with respect to coordinates.
We will find that the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor allows one to determine if
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the almost complex manifold admits a complex structure. The following theorems
are known as the integrability theorems.
Theorem 3.11. In order for an almost complex structure J to be integrable it is
necessary that n cab = 0. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
The above theorem is not particularly useful since we would like the converse
statement, thereby producing an algorithmic procedure for determining an inte-
grable almost complex structure.
Theorem 3.12. If (and only if) J is a real analytic almost complex structure where
n cab = 0, then J is integrable. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
This theorem provides one with a simple yet powerful algorithm to determine if
the underlying manifold is a complex manifold. But it still rests on the assumption
of real analyticity of J, though the following theorem weakens that condition.
Theorem 3.13. (Newlander – Nirenberg) If M is a 2m-dimensional manifold of
differentiability class C2m+1 which admits an almost complex structure J of class
C2m, then J is induced by a complex structure on M if and only n cab = 0.
From the discussion in this section, it can be said that an integrable almost com-
plex manifold is completely equivalent to a complex manifold.
The question of whether a manifold admits a complex structure can be somewhat
answered for the cases where one is able to construct almost complex structures
for a manifold.
An important point to make is that one can construct different almost complex
structures for a manifold, where one is integrable and the other is not. For example
it is an open problem whether the six-sphere admits a complex structure [26]. The
currently known almost complex structure is not integrable but there could exist
another almost complex structure that is.
3.7 Hermitian Manifolds
This central idea of this section involves introducing a specific type of complex
manifold called a Hermitian manifold. The definition of such an object requires
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the mathematical necessity of a Riemannian metric, as opposed to a Lorentzian
metric that we typically encounter in General Relativity. Hence this theory will
be studied from a mathematical perspective as per the theme of this chapter, but
the necessarily modifications for relativity will be discussed in the next chapter.
Hermitian Structures on Vector Spaces
We start with the notion of Hermitian structures on real vector spaces as this will
be applicable for the later case of tangent space of a manifold.
Definition 3.16. A Hermitian structure on a real vector space V with a complex
structure J is a map H : V ×V → C with the properties
(i) H(α X1+β X2, Y ) = α H(X1,Y )+β H(X2,Y ),
(ii) H(X ,Y ) = H(Y,X),
(iii) H(J(X), Y ) = i H(X ,Y ),
for all α, β ∈ R and X1,X2,X ,Y ∈V .
The Hermitian structure can be decomposed in terms of its real and imaginary
parts, H(X ,Y ) = F(X ,Y )+ i G(X ,Y ). It can be shown that the imaginary part has
antisymmetric properties, G(X ,Y ) = −G(Y,X) and this leads to the following
definition.
Definition 3.17. The Ka¨hler form, K, of a Hermitian structure H is the two-form
given by K =−12G(X ,Y ).
Almost Hermitian Manifolds
We shall see that in the following the construction of an almost Hermitian mani-
fold has a close relationship to a Hermitian structure on vector spaces.
Definition 3.18. Suppose we have a manifold M with a Riemannian metric g and
an almost complex structure J. Then M is called an almost Hermitian manifold
(manifold which admits an almost Hermitian structure) if and only if g(JX ,JY ) =
g(X ,Y ) for any vectors X and Y .
In this context, g is called the Hermitian metric. In terms of components the
equation g(JX ,JY )= g(X ,Y ) can be expressed as J ma J
n
b gm n = ga b and moreover,
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one can construct the almost Hermitian structure tensor, given by Ha b = ga b−
i Ja b.
As we shall see in the next subsection when one moves from an underlying almost
complex manifold to an underlying complex manifold, the Hermitian structure
tensor will have the property of a Hermitian matrix.
Theorem 3.14. The tangent space over a point of an almost Hermitian manifold
admits a vector space Hermitian structure, Ha b = ga b− i Ja b. (See e.g. Flaherty
[1].)
Also important to note is that the Ka¨hler form, K is given by K = i2 Ja b dx
a∧dxb.
Hermitian Manifolds
The central objects of this section, and an important subset of almost Hermitian
manifolds, are the Hermitian manifolds.
Definition 3.19. An Hermitian manifold (manifold which admits an Hermitian
structure) is an almost Hermitian manifold for which the almost complex structure
tensor is integrable. In this case the tensor Ha b is called the Hermitian structure
tensor.
The implications of this can be expressed in the following theorems.
Theorem 3.15. A complex manifold with complex structure J is Hermitian if and
only if it admits an almost Hermitian structure i.e. the metric tensor that satisfies
the condition g(JX ,JY ) = g(X ,Y ). (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Theorem 3.16. Every complex manifold admits a Hermitian structure. (See e.g.
Morrow [27].)
In the following, we shall see that in the case of a Hermitian manifold, the co-
ordinate expressions for common objects are much simpler than the general case
of a complex manifold, and that the differential geometry can be seen to be quite
distinctive from standard Riemannian geometry.
For example, if zα and zβ are complex coordinates, the metric for a Hermitian
manifold can be written as
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ds2 = 2 gα β dz
α dzβ . (3.42)
Delving into the details for the derivation of such an expression, we find the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 3.17. If zα and zβ are complex coordinates on an Hermitian manifold
then,
(i) gα β = gα β = g
α β = gα β = 0,
(ii) Jα β = Jα β = J
α β = Jα β = 0,
(iii) Jα β = i gα β ,
(iv) Jα β =−i gα β ,
(v) Jα β = i gα β ,
(vi) Jα β =−i gα β .
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Turning our attention now to the curvature of Hermitian manifolds, one would
like to construct an appropriate affine connection. This construction, which is not
identical to the Riemannian connection, is motivated by the fact that the Hermitian
connection acting on the Hermitian metric produces a vanishing result. We start
by defining the notion of covariant differentiation on a Hermitian manifold.
Definition 3.20. On a Hermitian manifold with metric gα β , the Hermitian co-
variant derivative D is defined by
Dλ T
α...β ...
η ...ψ... = (g
µ α ...gν η ...) ∂λ (T
ρ...β ...
σ ...ψ... gρ µ ...g
σ ν),
and
Dλ T
α...β ...
η ...ψ... = (g
β µ ...gν ψ ...) ∂λ (T
α...ρ...
η ...σ ... gρ µ ...g
σ ν).
Just as we have in some sense captured the idea of a Hermitian covariant deriva-
tives, we will also be able to identify what we can regard as the “Hermitian
Christoffel symbols” as presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.18.
Dλ T
α...β ...
η ...ψ... = ∂λ T
α...β ...
η ...ψ...+Θ
α
λ ρ T
ρ...β ...
η ...ψ...+ ... −Θσλ η Tα...β ...σ ...ψ... − ..., (3.43)
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and
Dλ T
α...β ...
η ...ψ... = ∂λ T
α...β ...
η ...ψ...+Θ
β
λ ρ
Tα...ρ...η ...ψ...+ ... −Θσλ ψ T
α...β ...
η ...σ ... − ..., (3.44)
where Θαλ ρ = g
αµ ∂λ gρ µ , and Θ
β
λ ρ
= gβµ ∂λ gρ µ =Θ
β
λ ρ .
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
These Hermitian Christoffel symbols, Θab c are not symmetric with respect to their
covariant components, hence the covariant derivative D is not in general torison-
free. We will see in certain cases that there exists a relationship to their respective
Riemannian counterparts, namely the Christoffel symbols Γab c and the Rieman-
nian covariant derivative operator ∇l .
The construction of the Hermitian connection is also largely motivated by the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.19.
Dα gβ η =Dα gβ η = 0. (3.45)
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
3.8 Ka¨hler Manifolds
We move onto our final type of manifold that we study in this chapter which is
known as a Ka¨hler manifold. An important example of such a manifold is the
complex projective space, CPn. But not all complex manifolds are Ka¨hler and
they are only a subset of the set of Hermitian manifolds, thus they are a very
restrictive case. The beauty of these mathematical objects is their astounding
simplicity in calculating differential geometric quantities and their applications to
different types of proposed theories for quantum gravity [16].
Almost Ka¨hler manifolds and Ka¨hler manifolds
We start by defining an almost Ka¨hler manifold and then use that definition in our
construction of a Ka¨hler manifold.
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Definition 3.21. An almost Ka¨hler manifold (manifold which admits an almost
Ka¨hler structure) is an almost Hermitian manifold for which the almost complex
structure tensor J ba satisfies
d(Jab dxa∧dxb) = 0, (3.46)
where “d” denotes the exterior derivative.
Using the Ka¨hler form, K, of the almost Hermitian manifold, one can rewrite the
above definition of an almost Ka¨hler manifold as an almost Hermitian manifold
for which d(K) = 0.
Definition 3.22. A Ka¨hler manfiold (manifold which admits a Ka¨hler structure) is
an almost Ka¨hler manifold whose almost complex structure tensor J is integrable.
We call the metric in this context, a Ka¨hler metric.
Theorem 3.20. A Ka¨hler manifold is an Hermitian manifold. (See e.g. Flaherty
[1].)
Relationship to Hermitian Geometry
The differential geometric aspects of Hermitian manifolds can also play an impor-
tant role in determining if a manifold is a Ka¨hler manifold. This can be highlighted
in the following theorems.
Theorem 3.21. A Hermitian manifold is Ka¨hler if and only if
Θαβ η =Θ
α
η β and Θ
α
β η =Θ
α
η β . (3.47)
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Corollary 3.1. The Hermitian connection Θ coincides with the Riemannian con-
nection Γ if and only if the metric is Ka¨hler.
Theorem 3.22. In a Ka¨hler manifold, we have
Θαα β = g
−1 ∂β g and Θαα β = g
−1 ∂β g, (3.48)
where g = det(gαβ ). (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
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Theorem 3.23. For an Hermitian manifold, ga b− i Ja b is Ka¨hler if and only if
∇c Ja b = 0, where ∇c is the Riemannian covariant derivative. (See e.g. Flaherty
[1].)
Curvature of Ka¨hler manifolds
Another power of endowing the Ka¨hlerian structure to a manifold lies in its simple
formulae of geometric quantities. These are reflected in the following theorems
and explicitly show how the Riemann tensor and Ricci tensor are expressed in
terms of just scalar functions.
Theorem 3.24. On a Ka¨hler manifold, gα β is locally expressible as gα β = ∂α ∂βK,
where K is a real scalar function. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
The following theorem expresses an explicit formula for the Riemann curvature
tensor for a Ka¨hler manifold.
Theorem 3.25. On a Ka¨hler manifold, all components are zero except
Rαβ µψ = ∂µ Θ
α
ψ β , R
α
β µψ =−∂ψ Θ
α
µ β , (3.49)
Rαβ µ ψ =−∂ψ Θαµ β , Rαβ µψ = ∂µ Θ
α
ψ β (3.50)
and the ones calculated taking into account symmetry. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Theorem 3.26. On a Ka¨hler manifold,
Rα β c d = Rα β c d = 0, Ra bψ µ = Ra bψ µ = 0, (3.51)
Rα β ψ µ = gαη ∂ψ Θ
η
µβ , Rα β ψ µ = gαη ∂ψ Θ
η
µ β
. (3.52)
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Theorem 3.27. On a Ka¨hler manifold,
Rαβψµ = ∂α ∂β ∂ψ ∂µK − gησ (∂η ∂β ∂µK) (∂σ ∂α ∂ψ K), (3.53)
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where gαβ = ∂α ∂β K, as shown in Theorem 3.24. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
Finally we turn to the Ricci tensor which has an extremely simple representation
with respect to a Ka¨hler manifold.
Theorem 3.28. On a Ka¨hler manifold,
Rαβ = Rαβ = 0, Rαβ = ∂α ∂β (ln g), (3.54)
where g = det (gαβ ).
3.9 Discussion
In this chapter, we have outlined the basics and key aspects of complex manifold
theory.
We have seen that Ka¨hler manifolds are subsets of Hermitian manifolds, which are
in turn subsets of complex manifolds. And these are subsets of almost complex
manifolds.
We have also seen that the integrability conditions are a powerful calculational
tool to understand the underlying properties of a manifold from an almost complex
structure. This is particularly remarkable given the simple condition of a vanishing
Nijenhuis tensor.
Lastly, an important aspect of this chapter was highlighting the elegant geometric
formulae of Ka¨hler manifolds.
As this thesis moves to the next chapter, an important question one can ask is: how
are these results applicable to General Relativity? The condition of a Riemannian
metric in defining Hermitian and Ka¨hler manifolds do provide an obstacle in the
path to answer this question, since in relativity one considers primarily Lorentzian
manifolds.
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4Complex Spacetimes
“Moreover, the macroscopic geometry of relativity has many special
features about it that are suggestive of a hidden complex-manifold ori-
gin, and of certain deep underlying physical connections between the
normal spatio-temporal relations between things and the complex lin-
ear superposition of quantum mechanics.”
– Roger Penrose, The Complex Geometry of the Natural World
In the previous section, a brief summary was presented on the differential geom-
etry of complex manifolds. Much of the theoretical underpinning of that piece
of mathematics assumes a Riemannian signature metric. In fact the definition of
Hermitian and Ka¨hler manifolds demands the metric signature to be Riemannian.
In marrying General Relativity with complex variables, this presents an obstacle
owing to the fact that spacetime is modelled with a Lorentzian signature metric,
as opposed to a Riemannian one.
Consequently, we outline two approaches to overcome this obstacle, the first be-
ing that one can modify the relevant metrics of General Relativity to become Eu-
clidean signature. From this, the conversion to a complex manifold can be done
with some straightforward calculations, without changing the underlying theory.
In some sense, this has been motivated by themes in Euclidean gravity and similar
approaches [28, 29].
The second approach is to modify complex manifold theory to fit into the frame-
work of Lorentzian signature manifolds. The coverage of the latter subject, in this
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thesis is largely due to Flaherty [1], but there exist other approaches to combining
Lorentzian signature metrics with complex manifolds [30, 31].
4.1 Modifying Lorentzian signature metrics
In this section, we present some results that I obtained (in collaboration with my
supervisor) regarding modifying the Lorentzian signature metrics from General
Relativity to fit the requirements of a complex Hermitian manifold. The examples
will feature the Schwarzschild metric and general static spherically symmetric
metrics. In this section, we employ the Lorentzian signature (−+++).
Modifying Schwarzschild spacetimes
We now show how the Lorentzian Schwarzschild metric can be modified and
rewritten as a complex Hermitian metric.
First, one starts by writing the Schwarzschild metric in the Kruskal-Szekers form
ds2 =
32m3
r
e−r/2m(−dT 2+dX2)+ r2dΩ2; r = 2m
(
1+W
(X2−T 2
e
))
,
(4.1)
where dΩ2 = dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2 and W (x) is the Lambert W-function.
From this form of the metric, one can perform a Wick rotation, which transforms
the Lorentzian metric into a Euclidean metric by a coordinate transformation of
the form T → iT . This procedure has been used extensively for the flat space case
in quantum field theory [32], as well as being extensively investigated within the
context of curved spacetime [33]. The resulting metric now takes the Euclidean
form
ds2 =
32m3
r
e−r/2m(dT 2+dX2)+ r2dΩ2; r = 2m
(
1+W
(X2+T 2
e
))
,
(4.2)
which is also Ricci-flat (i.e. Ricci tensor is zero) with four real dimensions. To
introduce complex coordinates onto this modified metric, we define z = X + iT ,
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and thereby set
ds2 =
32m3
r
e−r/2m dz dz+ r2dΩ2; r = 2m
(
1+W
(zz
e
))
. (4.3)
Introducing coordinate w as a complex stereographic projection [13] on the unit
sphere, results in
dΩ2 = dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2 =
dw dw
(1+ 14w w)
2
. (4.4)
Substituting this all into one expression, it follows that the metric can be recast as
a complex Hermitian metric which is
ds2 =
16 m2 W (z z/e)
z z(1+W (z z/e))
dz dz+
4 m2(1+W (z z/e))2
(1+ 14w w)
2
dw dw. (4.5)
This concludes a calculation in which we have shown that a Euclidean Schwarzschild
metric can be written as a complex Hermitian metric.
Modifying static spherically symmetric spacetimes: Route 1
We now show that any static spherically symmetric Euclideanized spacetime can
be converted to a 2-complex dimensional manifold with a Hermitian metric. A
number of different approaches will be discussed.
One can start the derivation from the general form of a static spherically symmet-
ric metric, given by
ds2 =−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dt2+ dr
2
1−2m(r)/r + r
2 dΩ2. (4.6)
Utilizing the tortoise coordinate,
r∗ =
∫ r
0
dr
eφ(r)(1−2m(r)/r) ; dr∗ =
dr
eφ(r)(1−2m(r)/r) , (4.7)
the metric can be written as
ds2 =−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r) [dt2−dr2∗]+ r2 dΩ2; r = r(r∗). (4.8)
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From this form, a number of different approaches can be pursued for complexifi-
cation.
The first one is as follows. We use the Wick rotation t→ it to obtain a Euclidean
metric
ds2 = e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r) [dt2+dr2∗]+ r2 dΩ2; r = r(r∗). (4.9)
Introducing complex coordinates z = r∗+ it, one can rewrite this as
ds2 = e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dz dz+ r2 dΩ2; r = r
(1
2
[z+ z]
)
. (4.10)
Using the complex stereographic coordinate w from (4.4), results in the final met-
ric has the expression,
ds2 = F(z+ z)dz dz+H(z+ z)
dw dw
(1+ 14w w)
2
, (4.11)
where the functions F and H are arbitrary real functions of the indicated argument.
This derived metric is a complex Hermitian metric, and is adequate for any Eu-
clideanized static spherically symmetric spacetime.
Modifying static spherically symmetric spacetimes: Route 2
A second distinct route to proceed from the metric (4.8) to start the complexifica-
tion process, is to introduce coordinates,
X = er∗ cosh t; T = er∗ sinh t, (4.12)
so that,
dX = er∗[dr∗ cosh t+ sinh tdt]; dT = er∗[dr∗ sinh t+ cosh tdt]. (4.13)
Due to the fact that −dT 2+dX2 =−e2r∗(dt2−dr2∗), one can write the metric as
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ds2 =−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r) e−2r∗[dT 2−dX2]+ r2 dΩ2, (4.14)
where r = r(r∗) = r(ln(X2−T 2)).
From this one performs a Wick rotation T → iT thus producing the Euclidean
metric,
ds2 = e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r) e−2r∗[dT 2+dX2]+ r2 dΩ2, (4.15)
with r = r(r∗) = r(ln(X2− T 2)). One can now introduce complex coordinates
z = X + iT so that
ds2 = e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)e−2r∗ dzdz+ r2 dΩ2; r = r(r∗) = r(ln(zz)). (4.16)
Using the complex stereographic coordinate (4.4), and putting all of this together
in one expression, results in a complex Hermitian metric
ds2 = F(z z)dz dz+H(z z)
dw dw
(1+ 14w w)
2
, (4.17)
for arbitrary real functions F and H of the indicated argument.
Modifying static spherically symmetric spacetimes: Route 3
For a third approach, going back to our original static spherically symmetric
spacetime (4.6), one can proceed as follows. We start by regrouping the terms
in (4.6) as
ds2 = (−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dt2+ r2 sin2θ dφ2)+
( dr2
1−2m(r)/r + r
2 dθ 2
)
.
(4.18)
Now let r→ r ˜(r) and accordingly, the metric takes the form
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ds2 =(−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dt2+r2 sin2θ dφ2)+
((dr/dr˜)2 dr˜2
1−2m(r)/r +(r
2/r˜2) r˜2 dθ 2
)
.
(4.19)
Now choose
(dr/dr˜)2
1−2m(r)/r = (r
2/r˜2), (4.20)
so that
dr
r
√
1−2m(r)/r =
dr˜
r˜
. (4.21)
Integrating, we see
ln r˜ =
∫ dr
r
√
1−2m(r)/r , (4.22)
and so
r˜ = exp
[∫ dr
r
√
1−2m(r)/r
]
. (4.23)
Therefore, it follows that
ds2 = (−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dt2+ r2 sin2θ dφ2)+ r
2
r˜2
(dr˜2+ r˜2dθ 2). (4.24)
By setting w = r˜eiθ , thus r = r(w w), and we then have
ds2 = (−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dt2− r(ww)
2(w−w)2
4ww
dφ2)+
r(w w)2
w w
dw dw.
(4.25)
To proceed forward and get the dimensionality in a correct form, let m∞ = m(r→
∞) and write z = t+ im∞φ , to obtain a real valued (but not Hermitian) metric on a
complex manifold,
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ds2 =
(
−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r) (dz+dz)
2
4
+ (4.26)
r(ww)2(w−w)2
4ww
(dz−dz)2
4m2∞
)
+
r(w w)2
w w
dw dw.
Modifying static spherically symmetric spacetimes: Route 4
The last complexification route for static spherically symmetric spacetimes pre-
sented will involve starting with the metric (4.6) and regrouping the terms to ob-
tain the expression (4.18). Using this and defining w = reiθ , we obtain
ds2 =
(
−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r)dt2− (w−w)
2
4
dφ2) (4.27)
+
((w dw+wdw)2
4r(r−2m(r)) +2ww dw dw−
w dw2
4w
− w dw
2
4w
)
.
Now let mH be defined by m(rH) = rH with mH = 2rH , and set z = t + imHφ .
Consequently, the metric is expressed as
ds2 =
(
−e−2φ(r) (1−2m(r)/r) (dz+dz)
2
4
+
(w−w)2
4
(dz−dz)2
4m2H
)
(4.28)
+
((w dw+wdw)2
4r(r−2m(r)) +2ww dw dw−
w dw2
4w
− w dw
2
4w
)
.
and has the form,
ds2 =
(
gzz(w,w)dz2+gzz(w,w)dz2+2gzz(w,w)dz dz
)
+
(
gww(w,w)dw2+gww(w,w)dw2+2gww(w,w)dw dw
)
.
(4.29)
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4.2 Modifying Complex Manifold Theory
We will see that standard complex manifold theory does not lend itself well to
fitting within the framework of Lorentzian signature metrics. Therefore, the aim
of this subsection is to provide an overview of one possible direction, largely due
to Flaherty [1], in which this merger can be successfully implemented.
The underlying assumption of this section is that the manifold in question is
equipped with a globally normed null tetrad field. This extra mathematical struc-
ture is reasonable, given that our intention is physically motivated [15]. Nonethe-
less, the mathematics in question will be local, in the sense that we will be focus-
ing only on one coordinate patch at a time.
An almost complex structure on spacetime
Going back to the General Relativity chapter, we recall that a spacetime metric
can be represented by a null tetrad through the expression
gab = la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb. (4.30)
Without modifications to either the Lorentzian signature of a metric, nor the def-
initions of complex manifold theory, one can still construct an almost complex
structure for a spacetime. However, we will find that it is of limited use.
Theorem 4.1. Given a spacetime with a normed null tetrad, an almost complex
structure for the spacetime is given (locally) by
J ba =−la lb+na nb− i ma mb+ i ma mb. (4.31)
(See Flaherty [1].)
There a number of important properties to observe, such that J sa J
b
s = −δ ba , and
that the almost complex structure is real.
In addition to this, the integrability conditions can be satisfied through the vanish-
ing of the Nijenhuis tensor, since in one coordinate patch the tetrads can be chosen
to be real analytic.
Nonetheless, there exists a crucial drawback to this almost complex structure,
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which is that it is not Hermitian through the standard definition of complex mani-
fold theory. Specifically, one can see that
J ma J
n
b gmn =−la nb−na lb−ma mb−ma mb 6= gab.
The question is this: Are there any almost Hermitian structures that can be con-
structed on a Lorentzian spacetime? The answer is no, as established by the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 4.2. A manifold with a metric of Lorentzian signature cannot admit an
almost Hermitian structure. (See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
This is reasonably well known result but we present a sketch of the proof provided
by Flaherty [1].
Suppose we have an almost Hermitian structure J ba , and we choose coordinates
such that the metric take the form ηab at that point. Then by the Hermitian prop-
erty, we will have J ma J
n
b ηmn = ηab. Hence this allows J
b
a to define a Lorentz
transformation whose square J sa J
b
s is equal to minus the identity.
Since this is a Lorentz transformation, it would imply that J ba is non-singular and
hence has four linearly independent eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues.
Furthermore, given the property that J2 = −1, we can show that the eigenvalues
are {+i,+i,−i,−i} and that the eigenvectors are null vectors due to the antisym-
metry of Jab. In addition to this, since J ba is real, the eigenvectors come in complex
conjugate pairs.
To summarize, we have four linearly independent complex null vectors in complex
conjugate pairs and this is only possible if the metric signature is (++++), (++
−−), or (−−−−). Hence we have a contradiction, and the stated result follows.
Modified almost complex structure
One way to overcome this obstacle is to modify specific definitions in complex
manifold theory to proceed forward. To be more precise, we now allow the pos-
sibility of a complex-valued almost complex structure which is called the modi-
fied almost complex structure. Similarly other structures which were real, can be
termed “modified” if they are allowed to be complex-valued.
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Definition 4.1. Given a spacetime and a normed null tetrad, the modified almost
Hermitian structure for the spacetime is given by the structure tensor
J ba = i la n
b− i na lb− i ma mb+ i ma mb. (4.32)
Despite this modification of now becoming a complex-valued structure (in fact
i(la nb−na lb) is pure imaginary), the modified almost Hermitian structure satisfies
all the requirements one would like to treat the tensor as an almost Hermitian
structure. This can be highlighted below with the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. For the J ba given by (4.32), we have:
J ma J
b
m =−δ ba ,
J ma J
n
b gmn = gab,
J ba lb = i la,
J ba mb = i ma,
J ba nb =−i na,
J ba mb =−i ma.
(See e.g. Flaherty [1].)
The eigenvalues of this modified almost Hermitian structure can be seen to be
{+i,+i,−i,−i} and serves as an important role in the integrability of the structure.
Definition 4.2. The modified almost Hermitian structure (4.32) is said to be inte-
grable, if coordinates (generally complex) exist such that J ba has the components
J ba =

+i 0 0 0
0 +i 0 0
0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 −i
 .
Theorem 4.4. The modified almost Hermitian structure J ba (4.32) is integrable if
and only if the Nijenhuis tensor formed from J ba vanishes. (See Flaherty [1].)
The next theorem involves a basic understanding of Petrov classification; a ba-
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sic introduction on this classification scheme can be found in [34]. What is of
relevance to us is that both the Schwarzschild and the Kerr spacetime are Type D.
Theorem 4.5. Among the vacuum spactimes, the modified almost Hermitian struc-
ture J ba (4.32) is integrable if and only if the spacetime is of Type D. (See e.g.
Flaherty [1].)
Analyzing the modified almost Hermitian structure
In this subsection, we present some analysis and remarks that I developed (in
collaboration with my supervisor) regarding Flaherty’s approach to modifications
of the almost Hermitian structure.
We start by analyzing how an almost complex structure behaves under a range of
different semi-Riemannian signatures. The purpose of this exercise is to better
understand the derivation of Flaherty’s modified almost Hermitian structure, and
to improve it in some suitable manner.
(1+1) dimensions.
One can start by looking at Lorentzian signature metrics of (1+ 1) dimensions.
Suppose we have an almost Hermitian structure then,
Jab =
[
0 −s
+s 0
]
ab
.
At any point, we can choose coordinates such that
gab = ηab =
[
−1 0
0 +1
]
.
It follows that
Jab = η
ac Jcb =
[
0 +s
+s 0
]
ab
,
and consequently, we have
(J2)ab =
[
s2 0
0 s2
]
ab
=−δ ab.
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But this implies that s = ±i, so what should have been the “almost complex
structure”
Jab = ±i
[
0 +1
+1 0
]
is actually pure imaginary and not real. In contrast if we set
Jab = ±i
[
0 +1
−1 0
]
,
then this would be an appropriate almost complex structure, but it does not extend
to an almost Hermitian structure.
1+ [2m-1] dimensions
We can generalize this previous argument to the case of 1+ [2m-1] dimensions.
Suppose we have an almost Hermitian structure, then
Jab =

0 −s 0 0
+s 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Im−1
0 0 Im−1 0

ab
.
Just as in the previous case, we can choose coordinates to be set, so that
gab = ηab =

−1 0 0 0
0 +1 0 0
0 0 Im−1 0
0 0 0 Im−1
 .
As a result of this, we find that
Jab = η
ac Jcb =

0 +s 0 0
+s 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Im−1
0 0 Im−1 0

ab
,
and thus
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(J2)ab =

s2 0 0 0
0 s2 0 0
0 0 −Im−1 0
0 0 0 −Im−1

ab
=−δ ab.
This implies that s = ±i, so similarly what should have been the “almost complex
structure”
Jab =

0 ±i 0 0
±i 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Im−1
0 0 Im−1 0

is now partly imaginary but not pure real.
(2 + [2m-2]) dimensions
For our next case, consider again an almost Hermitian structure
Jab =

0 −s 0 0
+s 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Im−1
0 0 Im−1 0

ab
,
and similarly we can choose coordinates such that
gab = ηab =

−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 Im−1 0
0 0 0 Im−1
 .
We find that
Jab = η
ac Jcb =

0 +s 0 0
−s 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Im−1
0 0 Im−1 0

ab
.
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and consequently,
(J2)ab =

−s2 0 0 0
0 −s2 0 0
0 0 −Im−1 0
0 0 0 −Im−1

ab
=−δ ab.
This implies s =±1 and we find that the “almost complex structure”
Jab =

0 ±1 0 0
∓1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Im−1
0 0 Im−1 0
 ,
fits the requirement. Therefore, almost Hermitian structures are compatible with
(2+[2m−2]) dimensions.
(2m1+2m2) dimensions
More generally, it is now clear that things will work in (2m1 + 2m2) dimensions
but fail whenever either the number of timelike dimensions is odd or the number
of spacelike dimensions is odd.
To progress our discussion, it will be necessary to talk about a globally defined
tetrad. In any given coordinate patch, let e aA be a tetrad with det(e
a
A ) 6= 0 and let
eAa represent the inverse tetrad. We let
JAB =
[
0 Im
−Im 0
]
; so that JAB J
B
C =−δAC.
We define an almost complex structure locally as
Jab ≡ JAB e aA e bB so that Jab Jbc =−δ ac.
One can only extend this to a globally defined tensor field only when the tetrad is
globally defined.
We can summarize that, whenever a globally defined tetrad exists and the metric
signature is (2m1+2m2), then globally defined almost Hermitian structures exist.
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On the other hand, if the metric signature is not (2m1+2m2) but a globally defined
tetrad exists, then globally defined almost Hermitian structures do not exist. The
best one can do is produce a structure that is part real and part imaginary.
(3+1) dimensions
For this particular signature, we assume the existence of a global orthonormal
tetrad. Then
gab = eAa e
B
b

−1 0 0 0
0 +1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

AB
,
and one can construct
Jab = eAa e
B
b

0 +i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

AB
,
so that
Jab = e
a
A e
B
b

0 −i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

A
B
.
Accordingly, we find that (J2)ab =−δ ab and that this is globally defined. Flaherty
[1] names this as the modified almost complex structure.
Remarks
Through our analysis, we see that a possibly cleaner way to implement the mod-
ification would be to view (3+1) spacetime as a codimension 2 sub-manifold of
a (2+4) dimensional embedding space; then the (2+4) embedding space can be
given the standard almost Hermitian structure.
An alternative approach from Flaherty altogether is to use the standard almost
complex structure and retain the consequences of such a construction. An example
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of a standard almost complex structure would be
Jab = e
a
A e
B
b

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

A
B
and the consequences are that it does not extend to a Hermitian structure. A
specific example of Jab is
Jab = eAa e
B
b

0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

AB
and you can fix the choice of tetrad by demanding gab = eAa e
B
b ηAB. This results
in the most general almost complex structure being of form:
Jab = e
a
A e
B
b J
A
B; J
A
B = X
A
C

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

D
C
[X−1]DB
with X defined up to a local Lorentz transformation. It follows that
Jab = eAa e
B
b JAB; JAB = (ηAE X
E
F η
FC)

0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

CD
[X−1]DB.
We find that this is neither symmetric nor anti-symmetric. The metric is then
simply not Hermitian, in the standard sense.
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4.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we have seen two approaches in the merger of Lorentzian metric
manifolds with the theory of complex manifolds. The first involved modifying
spacetime metrics into Euclidean metrics with the additional calculation of turning
them into complex Hermitian form.
After that, we encountered an important theorem that a Lorentzian signature met-
ric cannot admit an almost Hermitian structure. This paved the way for Flaherty’s
modified almost Hermitian structure which is a complex-valued structure.
Finally some calculations that I performed (in collaboration with my supervisor),
highlighted some simple and general cases and also showed alternative ways of
looking at the situation.
In the next chapter, the focus will be on a specific procedure that involves Lorentzian
metric manifolds and complex variables. It marks the highlight of the thesis by
stating the intended research problem of this thesis.
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5The Newman-Janis trick
“... an imaginary number, like the square root of minus one: you can
never see any concrete proof that it exists, but if you include it in your
equations, you can calculate all manner of things that couldn’t be imag-
ined without it.”
– Philip Pullman, The Golden Compass
This chapter presents an exposition of a procedure which highlights a powerful
and mysterious application of using complex variables in the theory of General
Relativity.
This procedure, or the “Newman-Janis trick” as it’s commonly termed, was con-
structed in 1965 [2], shortly after the discovery of the Kerr metric [10]. But since
then, no one has fully understood why this method works [35] and most physicists
consider it as an accidental trick. Though there are a few that believe it to be a
clue to a deeper structure.
The Newman-Janis trick is an algorithm, or more correctly an ansatz, that “de-
rives” the Kerr metric from the Schwarzschild metric. The main aspect of this
ansatz is that it involves complex variables, in particular a complex coordinate
transformation.
The astonishing property of this procedure is that it involves steps that are in some
respects few as well as elementary. This is remarkable given that derivation of the
Kerr metric took an astounding 50 years to derive from the field equations and
involved incredible algebraic complexity [11].
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In contrast, the Schwarzschild metric was derived from the field equations in less
than a year after Einstein delivered his lecture on the final form of his theory of
gravitation. Most standard textbooks in General Relativity provide a description
of this Schwarzschild derivation (see e.g. Carroll [6]).
Relevant review articles, and “explanations” of the Newman-Janis trick include
[36, 37, 38].
5.1 Newman-Janis trick
In this section, we present the original version of the Newman-Janis trick, as de-
scribed in the original paper in 1965 [2].
The first step is to start with the familiar Schwarzschild metric in coordinates
(t,r,θ ,φ),
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
r
)
dt2− 1
1− 2 mr
dr2− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (5.1)
We then perform a coordinate transformation,
u = t− r−2m ln
( r
2m
−1
)
,
r′ = r,
θ ′ = θ ,
φ ′ = φ ,
(5.2)
which results in the Schwarzschild metric being rewritten in advanced Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates (dropping the primes) as
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
r
)
du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (5.3)
Recall, from the chapter on General Relativity, that a metric can be expressed in
terms of a null tetrad. Therefore, we can express the Eddington-Finkelstein form
of the Schwarzschild metric (5.3) in the following null tetrad
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la = ∂r
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− 2m
r
)
∂r
ma =
1√
2r
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
(5.4)
One can easily check that these contravariant vectors satisfy the conditions of a
null tetrad with respect to the Schwarzschild metric (5.3).
The trick starts by extending the coordinate r take on complex values i.e. r ∈ C.
In addition to this, certain terms involving r are complex conjugated, while others
are left alone. This ambiguous step results in the following tetrad
la = ∂r
na = ∂u− 12(1−
m
r
− m
r¯
)∂r
ma =
1√
2r¯
(∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ )
m¯a =
1√
2r
(∂θ − isinθ ∂φ ).
(5.5)
The ambiguity in the previous step is reflected in that if the complex conjugation
on r was done in a different way, the desired result at the end of the procedure will
not be derived.
After this, we let the coordinate u take on complex values, and perform the com-
plex coordinate transformation
u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ
θ 7→ θ ′ = θ
φ 7→ φ ′ = φ ,
(5.6)
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where a is a constant. This implies that the basis vectors transform as
∂u = ∂u′
∂r = ∂r′
∂θ = ∂θ ′+ i a sinθ(∂u′−∂r′)
∂φ = ∂φ ′
(5.7)
The original paper mentions a crucial point that part of the algorithm is to keep la
and na real and ma and ma the complex conjugates of each other. This statement
is extremely important for the discussion in our next chapter.
Applying this complex coordinate transformation to our null tetrad, we obtain
la = ∂r′ ,
na = ∂u′ −
1
2
(
1− 2 m r
′
r′2+a2cos2θ ′
)
∂r′ ,
ma =
1√
2(r′+ i a cosθ ′)
(
∂θ ′ + i a sinθ
′
(∂u′ −∂r′ )+
i
sinθ ′
∂φ ′
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2(r′− i a cosθ ′)
(
∂θ ′ − i a sinθ
′
(∂u′ −∂r′ )−
i
sinθ ′
∂φ ′
)
.
(5.8)
The final step of this procedure is to restrict the coordinates u
′
,r
′
,θ ′ ,φ ′ to be real
and remove the primes to construct the final tetrad which is
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12(1−
2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ)
)∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(5.9)
Constructing the inverse metric corresponding to this this null tetrad, using gab =
la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb and then inverting this matrix yields
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ds2 =
(
1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)
du2+2dudr+
4 m r asin2θ
r2+a2cos2θ
dudφ−2a sin2θ dφ dr
− ((r2+a2cos2θ)a2 sin2θ +2 m r a2 sin2θ
+(r2+a2cos2θ)2)
sin2θ
(r2+a2cos2θ)
dφ2− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2, (5.10)
a real spacetime which is precisely the Kerr metric!
If I now set the parameter a to zero, I recover the Schwarzschild metric. In that
sense, the Newman-Janis trick obtains a rotating solution from a non-rotating met-
ric.
An interesting point to note is that if I apply the Newman-Janis trick on Kerr, I
will obtain once again a Kerr metric.
There are a number of unclear steps in this procedure, but a conventional interpre-
tation of this ansatz is the remark that this special complex coordinate transforma-
tion (5.6) (as opposed to a real coordinate transformation) allows one to move to a
different geometry (i.e. Schwarzschild to Kerr). We will see in the next chapters,
there is more to this trick than just a complex coordinate transformation.
Interesting points to note are that: When one carries out this particular calcula-
tion using the Schwarzschild coordinates, as opposed to the advanced Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates, the trick does not work. Another trivial calculation one
can do is apply this particular procedure to flat space in advanced Eddington-
Finkelstein cordinates. This result is flat space again but in a different coordinate
system, resulting in the metric:
ds2 = du2+2 du dr−2 asin2θ dφ dr− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2
− (a2+ r2)sin2θ dφ2. (5.11)
Finally, if one applies the complex coordinate transformation (5.6) directly to the
Schwarzschild metric (5.3), we do not get the desired result.
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5.2 Extensions and Applications
The success of the trick can be highlighted in that it has been used to find new
metrics (e.g. Kerr-Newman [39]) as well as show that existing metrics can be
obtained through this method. In particular, it generates a rotating solution from
corresponding static, spherically symmetric solutions.
In [40, 41], Demianski was able to obtain the most general vacuum solution from
a complexified null tetrad of Reissner-Nordstro¨m. This general complex coordi-
nate transformation obtains solutions with additional parameters such as the NUT
charge.
Is there a general condition to specify when the Newman-Janis trick can be suc-
cessfully applied? The answer is “not that we know of.” It turns out that so far,
the trick has worked successfully only for a certain class of metrics known as
Kerr-Schild metrics [2, 42] which are of the form
gab = ηab+H la lb, (5.12)
where H is a scalar function, η is the Minkowski metric and la is null with respect
to g and η . There has not been a proof though, that a Kerr-Schild metric is a
necessary condition for the Newman-Janis trick to work.
More precisely, the most general statement one can make is that it has been shown
by Talbot [43] that one can construct a generalized complex coordinate transfor-
mation for a certain sub-class of Kerr-Schild metrics (all known Kerr-Schild met-
rics fall under this sub-class) [36] and obtain a desired solution (such as Kerr and
Demianski metrics from the Schwarzschild metric) [36]. In particular, if we are
given a solution in coordinates (u,r,ζ ,ζ ), then this general complex coordinate
transformation takes the form
u
′
= u+ i S(ζ ,ζ ), (5.13)
r
′
= r+ i T (ζ ,ζ ), (5.14)
where S and T are real valued.
Variations of the Newman-Janis trick can be generalized in a way to give an algo-
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rithmic procedure to apply it directly to Weyl or Maxwell tensor components as
shown in [44].
It has also been extended for the 5-dimensional case [45, 46].
Other notable applications include applying the trick to interior solutions [47, 48,
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54], dilaton-axion black holes [55],the BTZ black hole [56], D-
dimensional Kerr Black holes [57], Born-Infeld monopole [58], gauge supergrav-
ity [37], modified gravity theories such as the Brans-Dicke theory [59], Lovelock
gravity [60], f (R) gravity [61] and quadratic modified gravity [62]. In addition
to this, other work includes applying the trick to proposed theories of quantum
gravity, such as in loop quantum gravity [63] as well as in braneworld black holes
[38]. A computer program has also been built for the method [64].
5.3 Giampieri’s method
In an essay submitted to Gravity Research Foundation in 1990 [65], the author, Gi-
acomo Giampieri, was able to exhibit an ansatz to derive the Kerr metric directly
from the Schwarzschild metric, similar to the Newman-Janis trick, (but avoiding
the use of null tetrads.)
The crucial difference is that this procedure involved working directly with the
metric (as opposed to null tetrads) and embedding the spacetime into a 5-dimensional
complex spacetime.
Despite the similarities with the Newman-Janis trick, Giampieri’s procedure has
received almost no attention and there are only a few papers that mention his
contribution [37].
Just like the Newman-Janis trick, Giampieri’s method involves starting with the
Schwarzschild metric in advanced Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
r
)
du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (5.15)
From this construction, we let u and r take on complex values and let some of the
r terms become complex conjugates of r in a specific way to give us
ds2 =
(
1−m
(1
r
+
1
r¯
))
du2+2 du dr− rr¯(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (5.16)
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We now perform a complex coordinate transformation similar to the one in the
Newman-Janis trick (5.6), except that we introduce a new real coordinate θ ∗,
u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ ∗,
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ ∗.
This step correlates to embedding our spacetime into a five dimensional one. Sub-
stituting these coordinates into the previous metric and dropping the primes one
obtains the metric
ds2 = (1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ ∗
)du2+2 du dr+
4 m r i asinθ ∗
r2+a2cos2θ ∗
du dθ ∗
−2 i a sinθ ∗ dθ ∗ dr+(1+ 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ ∗
)a2 sin2θ ∗dθ ∗2
− (r2+a2cos2θ ∗)(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (5.17)
The puzzling aspect of the next step is described by the fact that we have to per-
form the ansatz
i
dθ ∗
sinθ ∗
= dφ (5.18)
followed by the substitution
θ = θ ∗. (5.19)
From this, Giampieri obtains the Kerr metric
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ds2 = (1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)du2+2 du dr+
4 m r asin2θ
r2+a2cos2θ
du dφ
−2 a sin2θ dφ dr− ((r2+a2cos2θ)a2 sin2θ +2 m r a2 sin2θ
+(r2+a2cos2θ)2)
sin2θ
(r2+a2cos2θ)
dφ2− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2. (5.20)
Giampieri argues that since his method does not involve introducing null tetrads,
it is much simpler. The reason for this is that, introducing null tetrads assumes
certain extra structures on a spacetime such as a spinor structure [1, 15].
For our purposes, it is interesting to note that this method involves embedding the
spacetime into a five-dimensional one and performing a mysterious ansatz (5.18).
In [37], a generalization of this method is given for certain spacetimes other than
Schwarzschild.
5.4 An alternative version
In this section, we present a new variation of Giampieri’s method that I obtained
(in collaboration with my supervisor) and which is not found in the literature.
Just like the Newman-Janis trick, this method obtains the Kerr metric from the
Schwarzschild metric without the use of a null tetrad, but with the advantage of
being computationally fast. For this section, we shall work in the Lorentzian
signature (−+++).
One starts off with Schwarzschild solution in the Kerr-Schild form
ds2 =−dt2+dr2+ 2m
r
(dr+dt)2+ r2 (dθ 2+ sin2 θ dφ2), (5.21)
and performs a coordinate transformation to coordinates (t,r,s,φ ) by
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s = sin (θ)
ds = cos (θ)dθ ,
dθ 2 =
ds2
1− s2 .
(5.22)
Here Schwarzschild coordinates t,r also undergo transformations so we can write
the Schwarzschild metric as
ds2 =
(
−1+ m
r
)
dt2+
2m
r
dt dr+(1+
m
r
)dr2+
( r2
−s2+1
)
ds2+ r2 s2 dφ2.
(5.23)
It is interesting to note that all the metric components are rational polynomial
functions and also, one can verify that this is indeed the Schwarzschild metric by
calculating the relevant geometric quantities.
Now we perform an ansatz
1
r
−→ Re
(
1
(r+ i a
√
1− s2)
)
=
r
r2+a2 (1− s2) , (5.24)
r2 −→ |r+ i a
√
1− s2|2 = r2+a2 (1− s2), (5.25)
dr −→ dr+a s2 dφ , (5.26)
and substitute the above transformation at each relevant term in (5.23), we obtain
the Kerr metric!
The non-zero metric components of the Kerr metric in this coordinate system are:
gtt =−1+ mrr2+a2 (−s2+1) , (5.27)
grr = 1+
mr
r2+a2 (−s2+1) , (5.28)
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gss =
r2+a2 (−s2+1)
−s2+1 , (5.29)
gφφ = a2 s4+
m r a2 s4
r2+a2 (−s2+1) +(r
2+a2 (−s2+1)) s2, (5.30)
gtr =
m r
r2+a2 (−s2+1) , (5.31)
gtφ =
m r a s2
r2+a2 (−s2+1) , (5.32)
grφ = a s2+
m r a s2
r2+a2 (−s2+1) . (5.33)
An interesting thing to note, is that all the components are rational polynomial
functions. In addition to that, we can see that the ansatz (5.24) involves non-
holomorphic transformations. We will see in a later chapter this is not only a
problem with this current method but in the Newman-Janis trick, as well as in
Giampieri’s trick.
An alternative version where one does not introduce tetrads nor complex compo-
nents can be seen by starting with the Schwarzschild metric in Kerr-Schild coor-
dinates
ds2 =−dt2+dr2+ 2m
r
(dr+dt)2+ r2 (dθ 2+ sin2 θ dφ2), (5.34)
and then performing the following transformations
1
r
−→ r
r2+a2 cos2θ
(5.35)
r2 −→ r2+a2 cos2θ (5.36)
dr −→ dr+a sin2 dφ . (5.37)
Suprisingly, this results in the Kerr metric.
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5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have seen a remarkable situation where the Schwarzschild
metric and the Kerr metric are in some sense related by a complex coordinate
transformation. This is in contrast to a real coordinate transformation, where one
would end up with the same spacetime.
We also saw variations of the Newman-Janis trick such as Giampieri’s trick which
involved working directly with the metric. This had the disadvantage of introduc-
ing an extra dimension but the advantage of not using a null tetrad structure.
In addition to this, we introduced original variations of Giampieri’s trick that were
computationally fast.
6Various explanations
“Dreams are the answers to questions that we haven’t figured out what
to ask.”
– Fox Mulder, The X-Files
In some sense, the Newman-Janis trick is an answer to a question we don’t yet
know. It provides us with a direct path to obtain the “right” answers, yet for 50
years since the inception of the trick, nobody knows why it works.
In this chapter, we will review the important partial explanations for the trick that
have accumulated in the literature over the past 50 years. We will also provide a
contribution to this, with original work that will be highlighted in the next chapter.
6.1 Kerr-Talbot explanation
It was mentioned in the original paper on the Newman-Janis trick [2], that Roy
Kerr had shown in private communication that the trick works on metrics in Kerr-
Schild form (5.12)
gab = ηab+H la lb, gab = ηab−H la lb, (6.1)
where ηab is the Minkowski metric.
Afterwards, Talbot’s paper of 1969 [43] showed explicit calculations which re-
sulted in a general complex coordinate transformation for a subset of Kerr-Schild
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metrics. (Surprisingly, all known Kerr-Schild metrics lie in this subset.)
The original Newman-Janis trick was a particular instance of this general transfor-
mation. Hence the trick could be explained as a part of a general transformation
that is sanctioned by the field equations.
We aim to show the general argument for this explanation, in terms of the original
Newman-Janis trick. One first needs to put the relevant metrics in Kerr-Schild
form and examine their relationship.
Schwarzschild and Kerr in Kerr-Schild form
The Kerr-Schild metrics have a property that they admit at least one Killing vector
and if that vector is timelike, then the metric (6.1), can be expressed as
ds2 = 2 du dv+2 dζ dζ −4
√
2 m Re
(
1
F,Y
)[
du+Y dζ +Y dζ −Y Y dv
1+Y Y
]2
,
(6.2)
where ηab = 2 du dv+ 2 dζ dζ . In addition to this, the parameter m is a real
constant, Y is a complex variable and F is given by
F(Y,ζ ,ζ ,u+ v) = φ(Y )+ [Y 2 ζ −ζ +(u+ v)Y ], (6.3)
where φ(Y ) is an arbitrary holomorphic function of Y . Furthermore, Y is implic-
itly described by the function
φ(Y ) =−Y 2 ζ +ζ − (u+ v)Y. (6.4)
Therefore F = 0, and one can solve for Y .
The Schwarzschild spacetime can be elegantly expressed in terms of (6.2), by
setting φ(Y ) = 0. Similarly, the Kerr spacetime is can be obtained by setting
φ(Y ) =−√2 i aY .
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Explanation & Problem
Given that the Schwarzschild metric corresponds to φ(Y )= 0, one can perform the
following operation to obtain a new function (corresponding to the Kerr metric)
φˆ(Y ) = φ(Y )−
√
2 i aY. (6.5)
Expressing this new function in terms of (6.4), we find the expression
φ(Y )−
√
2 i aY =−Y 2 ζ +ζ − (u+ v)Y. (6.6)
Rearranging one finds that
φ(Y ) =−Y 2 ζ +ζ − (u+ v)Y +
√
2 i aY, (6.7)
and therefore
φ(Y ) =−Y 2 ζ +ζ − [(u+
√
2 i a)+ v]Y. (6.8)
Hence, the Kerr metric can be derived from the Schwarzschild metric by perform-
ing the complex coordinate transformation
u → u+
√
2 i a. (6.9)
Though this explanation seems satisfactory on first sight, there are some underly-
ing problems.
Suppose that the Schwarzschild metric is expressed in coordinates (u,v,ζ ,ζ ).
From there one complexifies the coordinates, and then performs the transforma-
tion (6.9). Surprisingly, the result would not be the Kerr solution if one took a real
slice.
The source of this problem lies in the fact that while Y (xa) from Schwarzschild
transforms to Y (xa
′
) for Kerr, the transformation produces “mistakes” for Y (xa).
What one needs to do, to produce the Kerr metric, is rewrite Y (u) as Y (u), which
is a non-holomorphic transformation, i.e. u→ u.
We shall find that non-holomorphic transformations play the central role of the
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problem regarding the Newman-Janis trick.
6.2 Newman’s explanation
Following the construction of the Newman-Janis trick, in [66], Newman provided
a partial explanation for the trick from the perspective of complex Minkowski
space.
Explanation
One starts by writing the Schwarzschild metric in the Kerr-Schild form (6.1)
gab = ηab−H la lb, (6.10)
with coordinates such that la = (0,1,0,0). In addition to this, the Minkowski
metric is given by
ηab dxa dxb = du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (6.11)
The tetrad for (6.11) is expressed as
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2r
(∂θ − isinθ ∂φ ).
(6.12)
From this, one can construct a complex Minkowski space by letting all the coor-
dinates become complex-valued. We then perform a complex coordinate transfor-
mation (which is similar to (5.6), but not equivalent)
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u = u′+ i a cosθ ,
r = r′− i a cosθ ,
cosθ =
r′ cosθ ′− i a
r′− i a cosθ ′ ,
cos 2(φ −φ ′) = r
′2−a2
r′2+a2
.
(6.13)
The resulting metric takes the form
ds2 = du′2+2 du′ dr′−2 a sin2 θ ′ dr′ dφ ′
−(r′2+a2 cos2θ ′)(dθ ′2+ sin2θ ′dφ ′2)
−a2 sin4θ ′ dφ ′2.
(6.14)
The null tetrad for (6.14) is provided by
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r′+ i a cosθ ′)
(∂θ + i a sinθ ′(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ′∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r′− i a cosθ ′)(∂θ − i a sinθ
′(∂u−∂r)− isinθ ′∂φ ).
(6.15)
From this step, the coordinates u′,r′,θ ′,φ ′ are restricted to real values and the
metric (6.14) turns out to be a real Minkowski metric. This is expressed in the
Kerr-type coordinates found at the end of the Newman-Janis trick.
One can verify that the transformed null tetrads (6.15) can be obtained by a com-
plex Lorentz transformation from the null tetrad (6.12).
For Schwarzschild, the function H in (6.10) is given by
H =
2m
r
(6.16)
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in coordinates u,r,θ ,φ . To obtain the H value for the Kerr metric, one needs to
rewrite (6.16) into the form
H = m
(1
r
+
1
r
)
, (6.17)
and then perform the complex coordinate transformation (6.13). This results in
the H value of the Kerr metric given by
H =
2mr′
r′2+a2 cos2 θ ′
. (6.18)
In addition to this, one can verify that the Weyl tensor can be interpreted as a field
on the complex Minkowski space and chosen in a way that its components with
respect to tetrad (6.12) is Φ2 =−m/r3. This is the Schwarzschild value. The Kerr
value can be obtained applying the same procedure to tetrad (6.15).
Problem
One can argue that the above transformation has ability to relate the different
Kerr-Schild metrics and provides an explanation to why the Newman-Janis trick
is successful.
In addition to this, this explanation has a geometric interpretation (i.e. complex
Minkowski space) which the Kerr-Talbot explanation lacks.
Nonetheless, it seems that the problem with Newman’s interpretation is similar to
the problems experienced by the Kerr-Talbot interpretation, which is the conjuga-
tion process of certain coordinates.
In particular, rewriting (6.16) to (6.17) presents an arbitrariness of writing func-
tions of r which cannot be explained by Newman’s interpretation (one could as
well have replaced (6.16) in another way). If one did not do this step, then the
desired result for H cannot be obtained.
The non-holomorphic transformation r→ r and the arbitrariness involved, plays
the central role in misaligning this interpretation with why the Newman-Janis trick
works.
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Further remarks
The question one would like to ask is whether there is a way of bypassing the
process of arbitrarily conjugating certain coordinates. More precisely can we re-
late the complexified Schwarzschild metric and the complexified Kerr metric by
means of a holomorphic transformation.
An argument for why such a transformation cannot exist is provided by Newman
and Winicour through private correspondance as mentioned in [1].
Suppose a holomorphic transformation existed between the complexified Schwarz-
schild metric and the complexified Kerr metric. We know that the Schwarzschild
metric has three R-linearly independent Killing vectors, U,V and W . Under a
holomorphic transformation, these would be mapped to three Killing complex
vectors on Kerr, U1+ iU2, V1+ iV2 and W1+ iW2.
Since U,V and W are R-linearly independent, this implies that U1,V1 and W1
are R-linearly independent Killing vectors in Kerr. Taking the real part of the
complexified Kerr metric would result in the Kerr metric. This presents a contra-
diction, since we know that Kerr has two R-linearly independent Killing vectors.
Therefore such a holomorphic transformation could not exist.
Further work was developed by Newman and collaborators on complex Minkowski
spaces and its application to the Newman-Janis trick. This resulted in the theory
of “Heavenly” spacetimes. [67, 35].
In this construction, the Schwarzschild and Kerr spacetime have an associated
complex Minkowski space (called H-space, in this context). A complex center
of mass line can be constructed on these associated spaces. Furthermore, it can
be shown that the complex center of mass lines corresponding to Schwarzschild
differs from Kerr by an imaginary translation.
The physical interpretation of such a translation is that it corresponds to an in-
trinsic spin of a system. Therefore, one can interpret the angular momentum of
the Kerr spacetime as being in a direct relationship with the intrinsic spin of its
associated complex Minkowski space.
Though these results hint at a deeper structure, the direct relationship to steps of
the Newman-Janis trick is still lacking.
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6.3 Flaherty’s explanation
A major component of Flaherty’s [1] work involved finding a mathematically el-
egant way to express the Newman-Janis trick.
He suggests this can be done by considering a four-complex-dimensional complex
manifold CM with coordinates za = (u,r,θ ,φ). From there, a Hermitian metric
gab is put on the manifold and expressed via contravariant components
( ∂
∂ s
)2
= gab
∂
∂ za
∂
∂ zb
+gab
∂
∂ za
∂
∂ zb
= ∂r ∂u+∂u ∂r −
(
1− m
r
− m
r
)
∂r ∂r− 1r r ∂θ ∂θ −
1
r sinθ r sinθ
∂φ ∂φ
+
2 i
r r (sinθ + sinθ)
∂θ ∂φ −
2 i
r r (sinθ + sinθ)
∂φ ∂θ ,
(6.19)
where m is a real constant. This is a Hermitian metric since gab = gab. From such
a construction, if one sets the reality conditions u = u, r = r, θ = θ , φ = φ , then
one is able to obtain a real metric on M where CM was the complex extension of
M. This metric is given by
( ∂
∂ s
)2
M
= 2∂u∂r−
(
1− 2m
r
)
∂r ∂r− 1r2 ∂θ ∂θ −
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂φ ∂φ , (6.20)
which turns out to be the Schwarzschild metric. Turning our attention back to
the complex manifold CM, and performing the complex coordinate transforma-
tion (which is the same as the original Newman-Janis trick with a being a real
constant),
u′ = u− i a cosθ ,
r′ = r+ i a cosθ ,
θ ′ = θ ,
φ ′ = φ ,
(6.21)
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u′ = u+ i a cosθ ,
r′ = r− i a cosθ ,
θ ′ = θ ,
φ ′ = φ ,
(6.22)
the Hermitian metric (6.19) becomes
( ∂
∂ s
)2
= ∂u′∂r′ + ∂r′ ∂u′−
(
1− m
r′− i a cosθ ′ −
m
r′+ i a cosθ ′
)
∂r′ ∂r′
− 1
(r′− i a cosθ ′) (r′+ i a cosθ ′)
[
(∂θ ′+ i a sinθ ′ ∂u′− i a sinθ ′ ∂r′)
(∂θ ′− i a sinθ
′ ∂u′+ i a sinθ
′ ∂r′)
]
− 1
(r′− i a cosθ ′) sinθ ′(r′+ i a cosθ ′) sinθ ′
∂φ ′ ∂φ ′
+
2 i
(r′− i a cosθ ′) (r′+ i a cosθ ′) (sinθ ′+ sinθ ′)[
(∂θ ′+ i a sinθ ′ ∂u′− i a sinθ ′ ∂r′)∂φ ′ − ∂φ ′ (∂θ ′− i a sinθ
′ ∂u′+ i a sinθ
′ ∂r′)
]
.
(6.23)
If we now impose the reality conditions u′ = u′, r′ = r′, θ ′ = θ ′, φ ′ = φ ′, then one
can find this is reduced to the Kerr metric on a real slice M′ of CM.
Flaherty was able to generalize this geometric formulation to special Kerr-Schild
metrics with the Kerr-Talbot complex coordinate transformation.
To summarize, we find that the Newman-Janis trick can be put on a more elegant
mathematical footing by using a four-complex dimensional Hermitian manifold.
Nonetheless, the weakness of this explanation lies in that it does not explain the
ambiguity in complex conjugating the r coordinate in certain terms, of the original
Newman-Janis trick (5.5). In addition to this, very little can be said of what the
physics of the Newman-Janis trick is, from Flaherty’s geometric formulation.
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6.4 Schiffer et al. explanation
In a paper by Schiffer et al [68], it was shown the Kerr metric can be considered
as a complexification of the Schwarzschild metric in a completely different way.
The exact relationship between this approach and the Newman-Janis trick is not
clear.
A particular subset of Kerr-Schild metrics can be calculated from a complex po-
tential function γ in flat 3-space. This potential is harmonic and simultaneously
satisfies the equations
∇2γ = 0, (∇γ)2 = γ4. (6.24)
The Schwarzschild metric can be generated by the potential
γ =
1√
x2+ y2+ z2
, (6.25)
and performing the complex coordinate transformation z→ z− i a, constructs the
Kerr solution!
Generalizations of this method for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m and Kerr-Newman ge-
ometries can be seen in [69].
6.5 Drake-Szekeres’ explanation
In the paper by S.P. Drake and P. Szekeres [70], a number of important results
were mathematically proven for a special case of metrics. Their analysis involved
starting with metrics of the form
ds2 =−e2φ(r) du2−2 eλ (r)+φ(r) du dr+ r2 (dθ 2+ sin2θdφ2), (6.26)
which is in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. They also worked with the specific
complex coordinate transformation
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u′ = u− i a cosθ ,
r′ = r+ i a cosθ ,
θ ′ = θ ,
φ ′ = φ ,
(6.27)
for a Newman-Janis trick on metrics of the form given by (6.26). The following
results were proven.
Theorem 6.1. The only perfect fluid generated by the Newman-Janis trick is the
vacuum (i.e. the Kerr metric). (See Drake and Szekeres [70].)
For the next theorem, it is worth noting that the Schwarzschild and the Kerr met-
rics are spacetimes of type D. For more information on this algebraic classification
scheme, refer to [34].
Theorem 6.2. The only algebraically special spacetimes generated by the Newman-
Janis trick are Petrov type D. (See Drake and Szekeres [70].)
Theorem 6.3. The only Petrov type D spacetime generated by the Newman-Janis
algorithm with a vanishing Ricci scalar is the Kerr-Newman spacetime. (See
Drake and Szekeres [70].)
6.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have been presented with a wide range of partial explanations
and analysis. The most important point to note is that the analysis so far has suf-
fered from explaining the ambiguity involved in conjugating certain coordinate
terms. This has been evident in both Kerr-Talbot’s explanation as well as in New-
man’s explanation.
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7Original contribution
In this chapter, we present some results that I obtained (in collaboration with my
supervisor) regarding a wide range of different issues about the Newman-Janis
trick.
7.1 Equivalence between the Newman-Janis trick and
Giampieri’s method
In this section, we show the equivalence between the Newman-Janis trick and
Giampieri’s method. The former involves the complexification of null tetrads
while the latter involves embedding the spacetime in a 5-dimensional manifold
and performing an arbitrary ansatz. On first sight, these two approaches do not
seem to have a direct relationship.
In [37, 71], it was mentioned that these two approaches were completely equiv-
alent and a few details were given. Here we provide a different way to look at
the equivalence and present steps to see the direct correspondance between the
Newman-Janis trick and Giampieri’s method.
The main ingredient for the following argument is that the Newman-Janis trick
involves a hidden tetrad, that was not explicitly highlighted in the original presen-
tation of the trick.
To see this, let us review briefly the steps of the Newman-Janis trick with the
hidden tetrad explicitly spelled out. One first starts with the Schwarzschild tetrad,
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which we shall call Tetrad 1:
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− 2m
r
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
(7.1)
Notice the trivial statement that Tetrad One has vectors ma and m¯a which are
complex conjugates of each other. It is these specific vectors of a null tetrad that
one should keep the focus on while reading the following steps.
The Newman-Janis trick proceeds to let r take complex values and then introduce
the complex conjugates of r. We will introduce the following such tetrad as Tetrad
Two
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− m
r
− m
r¯
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2r¯
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
(7.2)
As mentioned before, this step is ambiguous as to which terms involving r coor-
dinates get complex conjugated, but notice again that the vectors ma and m¯a are
complex conjugates of each other. Hence they satisfy the requirements of being
part of a null tetrad.
The next step involves performing the complex coordinate transformation
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u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ , (7.3)
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ , (7.4)
θ 7→ θ ′ = θ , (7.5)
φ 7→ φ ′ = φ . (7.6)
This implies that the basis vectors transform as
∂u = ∂u′, (7.7)
∂r = ∂r′ , (7.8)
∂θ = ∂θ ′+ i a sinθ(∂u′−∂r′), (7.9)
∂φ = ∂φ ′. (7.10)
If we now perform this complex coordinate transformation on Tetrad Two, and
replace the primed letters with unprimed letters (this is usually done later in the
NJ trick but we choose to do it now for a cleaner notation for the purposes of this
subsection), we obtain what can be called Tetrad Three
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.11)
The most crucial piece of this subsection is Tetrad Three, which is the hidden
tetrad. This tetrad is not mentioned at all in the literature. What usually happens
is that the literature on the Newman-Janis trick moves straight to Tetrad Four
(which is what we shall come to in the next step). It somehow doesn’t see there is
an extra operation involved, thereby missing out on explicitly mentioning Tetrad
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Three.
To be more precise, the part of the way the original paper presents the Newman-
Janis trick, is to say that the trick involves keeping ma and ma complex conjugates
of each other, throughout the procedure. But from a strict mathematical perspec-
tive, we see that this should constitute an extra step.
Therefore, applying the Newman-Janis complex coordinate transformation on Tetrad
Two does not produce Kerr (more accurately, a complexified Kerr)! It produces
something which is not a null tetrad. There needs to be an extra step outlined
which is that one needs to change the vector m¯a to be the actual complex conju-
gate to the vector ma. This is done by changing the plus sign to a minus sign in
front of the term i a sinθ(∂u−∂r) in the m¯a vector.
Once we do that, we get Tetrad Four
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12(1−
2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ)
)∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.12)
A more mathematically precise way to express this sign change is to perform the
following tetrad leg transformation on Tetrad 3,
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na,
ma −→ mˆa = ma,
ma −→ mˆa = −2 i a sinθ√
2 (r− i a cosθ)
(
na− 1
2
(
1+
2mr
r2+a2 cos2 θ
)
la
)
+ ma.
(7.13)
Typically in the literature, Tetrad Four is the tetrad that is shown to be the tetrad
after the complex coordinate transformation is performed on Tetrad Two.
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From a strict mathematical perspective, we see that this cannot be true. In fact,
one needs to somehow “fix up” the vector m¯a. This is needed, so to be able to
obtain Tetrad Four which is the Kerr metric (once the coordinates are made real).
We shall now show that Tetrad Three is the key to explaining Giampieri’s method,
from the perspective of the Newman-Janis trick.
One can think of Giampieri’s method in a way where one does not need to in-
troduce a fifth term (thereby avoid embedding into a five dimensional spacetime)
and perform the ansatz on specific dθ terms of the metric. This is completely
equivalent to the original procedure.
We start off with the usual Schwarzschild metric which we shall call Metric One
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
r
)
du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (7.14)
We can easily verify that Tetrad One from the previous section is the correspond-
ing null tetrad for this metric.
We then proceed to the next metric in Giampieri’s method, which we name as Met-
ric Two (so far everything has been the same as the original Giampieri’s method)
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
2
(1
r
+
1
r¯
))
du2+2 du dr− rr¯(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (7.15)
One can easily verify that the corresponding null tetrad for Metric Two is Tetrad
Two.
Giampieri introduces a new coordinate θ ∗ in the complex coordinate transforma-
tion, but we will not do this and rather, put θ in the complex coordinate trans-
formation. Giampieri’s fifth coordinate is unnecessary and we’ll find we get the
same result by rather performing
u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ , (7.16)
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ . (7.17)
(7.18)
Notice that this is now exactly the complex coordinate transformation, in the
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Newman-Janis trick.
From there, we derive Metric Three given by
ds2 = (1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)du2+2 du dr+
4 m r i asinθ
r2+a2cos2θ
du dθ
−2 i a sinθ dθ dr+(1+ 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)a2 sin2θdθ 2
− (r2+a2cos2θ)(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2) (7.19)
This metric is exactly like the Giampieri’s metric after the complex coordinate
transformation, but with terms involving θ ∗ replaced by θ . One way to think about
this compared to Giampieri’s corresponding metric is that it’s simply a notational
difference, not a mathematical difference.
What is striking is that this metric corresponds to the hidden tetrad we found in
the previous paragraphs, i.e. Tetrad Three!
When one simplifies Metric Three, we see that it can be written as
ds2 = (1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)du2+2 du dr+
4 m r i asinθ
r2+a2cos2θ
du dθ
−2 i a sinθ dθ dr+((1+ 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)a2 sin2− (r2+a2cos2θ))dθ 2
− (r2+a2cos2θ)(sin2θ)dφ2. (7.20)
From this, it easy to see that this metric can be built up from Tetrad Three follow-
ing the standard formula
gab = la nb+na lb−ma m¯b− m¯a mb. (7.21)
In Giampieri’s method, we didn’t really understand the significance of this metric
and now we have the understanding that this is directly related to the Newman-
Janis trick, with the explicit connection being Tetrad Three.
Going back to our modified but equivalent version of Giampieri’s method we per-
form the ansatz on Metric Three with a slight difference. We’re going to perform
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the ansatz on every applicable term except the last term in (7.19). This would be
exactly the same as the original Giampieri’s trick where we perform the ansatz on
only the dθ ∗ terms (and not on the dθ terms). The ansatz is given by
i
dθ
sinθ
= dφ . (7.22)
Substituting this all in, we obtain the Kerr metric which we call Metric Four
ds2 = (1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)du2+2 du dr+
4 m r asin2θ
r2+a2cos2θ
du dφ −2 a sin2θ dφ dr
− ((r2+a2cos2θ)a2 sin2θ +2 m r a2 sin2θ
+(r2+a2cos2θ)2)
sin2θ
(r2+a2cos2θ)
dφ2− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2 (7.23)
Unsurprisingly, this metric can be built from Tetrad Four as the corresponding null
tetrad.
To summarize, for our version of Giampieri’s method (which is equivalent to the
original Giampieri’s method), the only ambiguity (we don’t have a fifth dimen-
sion) is in the ansatz given by
i
dθ
sinθ
= dφ .
The effect of this ansatz, is that it takes us from Metric Three to Metric Four. In
other words from Tetrad Three to Tetrad Four.
To go from Tetrad Three to Tetrad Four we have to “fix up” the m¯a term to make
it into the actual complex conjugate of ma. This was highlighted in the above
paragraphs.
Therefore, Giampieri’s ansatz on Metric Three corresponds to the operation of
“fixing up” the m¯a term in Tetrad Three.
This concludes the subsection on explaining Giampieri’s method with its arbitrary
ansatz, from the viewpoint of the Newman-Janis trick.
For the purposes of the next section, it is very important to note that in the orig-
inal Newman-Janis trick it was mentioned to keep ma and ma as complex con-
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jugates of each other during the whole trick. This assumption is very restrictive,
and strictly speaking should constitute an extra step. As we have seen, this was
useful in terms of showing the equivalence between the Newman-Janis trick and
Giampieri’s method.
When one deconstructs the Newman-Janis trick, it can seen that it is not a very
clean mathematical procedure. One has to to an arbitrary conjugation process,
then do a complex coordinate transformation, and then finally perform a tetrad leg
transformation on ma to make the necessary sign change.
Contrary to the popular account of the trick, it is not as clean as performing a
complex coordinate transformation.
One can of course make the Newman-Janis trick more elegant by introducing a
5th coordinate term which would be a complex conjugate to θ . Performing the
complex coordinate transformation and then plugging the relevant basis vectors
in, would produce the desired output without any procedures of manually chang-
ing signs. The disadvantage of this approach would be that one would have to
introduce extra dimensionality into the problem. We will not pursue such an di-
rection.
7.2 Non-holomorphic problems
The conventional focus regarding the Newman-Janis trick is the complex coordi-
nate transformation (holomorphic transformation) (7.3), but we will argue in this
section that the main focus should be the non-holomorphic facets of the trick. In
particular, these non-holomorphic aspects are what makes the Newman-Janis trick
unique.
Non-holomorphic transformation
The first problem can be seen in the transformation where Tetrad 2 (7.2) is ob-
tained from Tetrad 1 (7.1). Not only is there the ambiguity in which of the r
coordinates are to be complex conjugated, but the more serious problem is that
this process involves a non-holomorphic transformation via r→ r.
Therefore to go from Tetrad 1 to Tetrad 2 is a transformation which cannot be
explained using any of the tools of standard complex manifold theory. This is
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due to the fact that complex manifolds by their definition require their transition
functions to be holomorphic.
Non-holomorphic geometric quantities
Tetrad 2 (7.2) is the crucial piece of the Newman-Janis trick and the ambiguity in
what r terms are to be complex conjugated is what has resulted in the inability to
explain the trick, as mentioned in the previous chapter.
But what is of more direct concern is that Tetrad 2 involves geometric quantities
which are not mathematically well-defined within the context of standard complex
analysis. Specifically, if one were to calculate out the Riemann tensor, the Ricci
tensor and the Ricci scalar of this tetrad using
gab = la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb, (7.24)
and the inverse metric, then one would find quantities which are derivatives of the
modulus of the complex coordinate r. This means that a lot of mathematics that
was developed by complex analysis and complex geometry would not seem to be
very useful for analyzing the Newman-Janis trick.
This tetrad is by far the central problem of the Newman-Janis trick.
Any hope of deriving the physics from the Newman-Janis trick, must first solve
the issue: What is the physical significance of Tetrad 2 , equation (7.2)?
7.3 A new approach
In this section, we present a novel (modified) alternative approach to the Newman-
Janis trick. There are three principles in developing this modified trick:
(1) We do not introduce complex conjugates for the coordinates and hence, any of
the ambiguities related to this.
(2) All our metrics and associated tetrads, throughout the process satisfy the Ein-
stein equations. This is in contrast to the original Newman-Janis trick where there
is significant problems with Tetrad 2.
(3) The original Newman-Janis trick mentions to keep the vectors ma and ma as
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complex conjugates during the whole trick. But we have seen, strictly speaking,
this would involve an extra step – which is that one had to perform a sign change
in one of the terms of Tetrad 3 (7.11) to obtain Tetrad 4 (7.12). The Newman-Janis
trick has this arbitrariness in it, and we exposed it in the last section. We aim to
make full use of this “sign change” transformation and exploit it.
The result will be a mathematically well defined version of a Newman-Janis trick
which provides us with a framework to consider the physics of the situation.
Standard Newman-Janis trick on flat space
We start with the simple example of Minkowski space and describe the standard
Newman-Janis trick on it, before moving to our modified version.
The only difference between this version and the original version is that we ex-
plicitly spell out the hidden tetrad (i.e. “Tetrad 3” of the flat space version). The
Minkowski metric in advanced Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates is given by
ds2 = du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (7.25)
A null tetrad for this metric is given by
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
Notice that we would be able to obtain this tetrad if we set m= 0 for the Schwarzschild
tetrad, Tetrad 1 (7.1). From there we let u and r become complex-valued coordi-
nates and perform a non-holomorphic transformation r→ r, to obtain
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la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
(7.26)
Just like in the case of the standard Newman-Janis trick with Tetrad 2 (7.2), we
find that this corresponding tetrad would be geometrically undefined. To be more
precise, if one were to calculate out the Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci
scalar, one would find they would depend on terms involving derivatives of the
modulus of the complex coordinate r.
The next step would be to perform the complex coordinate transformation
u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ , (7.27)
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ , (7.28)
θ 7→ θ ′ = θ , (7.29)
φ 7→ φ ′ = φ . (7.30)
which results in the “hidden” tetrad (analogous to (7.11) and dropping the primes),
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.31)
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Notice that in this tetrad, ma and ma are not complex conjugates of each other.
Therefore, one needs to change the plus sign into a minus sign in front of the term
i a sinθ(∂u−∂r) in the vector ma. The resulting tetrad will be
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
(7.32)
which can be seen to be Minkowski metric in oblate spheroidal coordinates, if all
the coordinates are set to be real.
The last step of a sign change is equivalent to performing the following tetrad leg
transformation
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na
ma −→ mˆa = ma
ma −→ mˆa = −2 i a sinθ√
2 (r− i a cosθ)
(
na− 1
2
la
)
+ ma.
(7.33)
To summarize, the standard Newman-Janis has many unwanted features such as
a tetrad which is geometrically undefined, a complex coordinate transformation
and furthermore, we expose a tetrad leg transformation which again adds more
arbitrariness. It seems very unclean as a method.
Modified Newman-Janis trick on flat space
Our modified Newman-Janis for flat space starts with the tetrad (7.26)
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la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2r
(∂θ − isinθ ∂φ ),
(7.34)
just like the standard version. From there we make the statement: let coordinates
u and r become complex. This is also part of the standard version of the trick. But
here we stop, and observe something incredibly crucial.
After letting u and r become complex, notice that tetrad above (7.34) is not a null
tetrad, since the vectors ma and ma are not complex conjugates of each other any
more. To make this a null tetrad, we can make the r variable in ma become r to
give us
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2r
(∂θ − isinθ ∂φ ).
(7.35)
But we then face the serious problem of having a tetrad (7.35) becoming geomet-
rically very difficult to work. If I calculate out the Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor or
Ricci scalar of this tetrad, I will find these quantities which depend on derivatives
of the modulus of the complex coordinate r.
So in our modified Newman-Janis trick, we simply let u and r become complex
and let our tetrad stay as (7.34). It may not be a null tetrad anymore, but it still
produces a well-defined flat space metric. Even in the standard Newman-Janis
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trick, one can see that the hidden Tetrad 3 was not a null tetrad. We are simply
exploiting this type of property.
In fact, it may be more appropriate to complexify all the coordinates in our mod-
ified Newman-Janis trick. The reason for this, is that it would provide a more
effective approach due to the comparisons we can make when considering com-
plex spacetimes.
We then perform the Newman-Janis complex coordinate transformation
u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ , (7.36)
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ , (7.37)
θ 7→ θ ′ = θ , (7.38)
φ 7→ φ ′ = φ . (7.39)
on (7.34), (rather than on (7.35)), to give us (dropping primes)
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.40)
Notice again that this tetrad is not a null tetrad since ma and ma are not complex
conjugates of each other.
But the most remarkable aspect regarding this tetrad, is that when one calculates
out the corresponding metric using
gab = la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb (7.41)
and the inverse metric, one finds it has a vanishing Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor and
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Riemann tensor. Essentially the resulting metric is not real, but it is Ricci flat!
To obtain the desired tetrad, (the same tetrad as one would obtain at the end of
the standard Newman-Janis trick), one would need to change certain minus signs
into a plus signs and certain plus sign into a minus sign, on the tetrad (7.40). In
particular
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ), (7.42)
would become
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ), (7.43)
and
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ), (7.44)
would become
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ). (7.45)
This results in the final tetrad of this modified Newman-Janis trick to be the same
tetrad as one would obtain at the end of the standard Newman-Janis trick, namely
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
(7.46)
which is flat space as desired.
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Notice that each metric in this modified version has well-defined geometric quan-
tities. In fact, they are all flat space metrics!
The last step of changing signs can be made mathematically precise, by saying
after one obtains the tetrad (7.40), one can then perform a transformation
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na,
ma −→ mˆa =
(r− i a cosθ
r+ i a cosθ
)
ma,
ma −→ mˆa = −2 i a sinθ√
2 (r− i a cosθ)
(
na− 1
2
la
)
+ma.
(7.47)
This transformation has the exact same effect as changing the required signs on
(7.40) to obtain (7.46), but now we have a mathematical precise way of expressing
it. Not only that, but there is a close resemblance between these transformations
and a Lorentz transformation.
In particular, a Lorentz transformation with a “boost” in the la− na plane and a
rotation in the ma−ma plane, can be represented as
la −→ lˆa = A−1 la,
na −→ nˆa = A na,
ma −→ mˆa = eiφ ma,
ma −→ mˆa = e−iφ ma,
(7.48)
where A and φ are real arbitrary functions. To make a comparison to our particular
transformation, (7.47), we can see that if we set
A = 1, φ =−i ln
(r− i a cosθ
r+ i a cosθ
)
, (7.49)
into 7.48, (notice that φ is a complex function) then this results in
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la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na,
ma −→ mˆa =
(r− i a cosθ
r+ i a cosθ
)
ma,
ma −→ mˆa =
(r+ i a cosθ
r− i a cosθ
)
ma.
(7.50)
This has a very close resemblance to our transformation (7.47), and in particular
the difference is due to the vector ma.
To summarize, our modified procedure does not involve any non-holomorphic
transformations or geometric quantities which are not well-defined. We work with
tetrads which are not null tetrads (just like in the standard Newman-Janis trick
via Tetrad 3), but all along our method involves only working in flat space. We
perform holomorphic coordinate transformations and then we perform a Lorentz-
like transformation at the end.
This modified Newman-Janis trick can be extended for the case of Schwarzschild
to Kerr.
Modified Newman-Janis trick on Schwarzschild
Our modified Newman-Janis trick begins with the Schwarzschild tetrad (7.1)
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− 2m
r
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
(7.51)
but we would write it in the equivalent form
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la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− m
r
− m
r
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(
∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ
)
,
m¯a =
1√
2r
(
∂θ − isinθ ∂φ
)
.
(7.52)
Just like in the standard Newman-Janis trick, we let coordinates u and r be-
come complex valued (in fact let all the coordinate become complex-valued just
like in our modified flat space case). This is then a complexified version of the
Schwarzschild metric. Notice that after that statement, this tetrad (7.52) is not a
null tetrad, since ma and ma are not complex conjugates of each other.
To fix this, would require the introduction replacing certain r terms with the vari-
able r. But this procedure would result in metrics which are not well-defined
geometrically from the case of standard complex analysis. Hence we will stick
with the tetrad (7.52) and perform the Newman-Janis complex coordinate trans-
formation
u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ , (7.53)
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ , (7.54)
θ 7→ θ ′ = θ , (7.55)
φ 7→ φ ′ = φ , (7.56)
which results in the tetrad (dropping primes)
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la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− m
r− i a cosθ −
m
r− i a cosθ
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.57)
As one can see, this is not a null tetrad since the vectors ma and ma are not complex
conjugates of each other. But if one uses the formula
gab = la nb+na lb−ma mb−ma mb (7.58)
and inverse metric, one finds this complex metric has a vanishing Ricci tensor,
hence it satisfies the vacuum equations!
The Riemann tensor has complex valued components which are well-defined. If
one sets m = 0, then all the components of the Riemann tensor vanish. Similarly,
if one sets a = 0, the Riemann tensor matches the Riemann tensor of the real
Schwarzschild metric. This is an indication of simply taking the real part since a
was introduced as part of the imaginary part.
In some sense, we had a complex Schwarzschild metric, and then we performed
a holomorphic transformation on it. Hence we have some version of a complex
Schwarzschild metric, that has a Kerr-like property that when a = 0, we get a
Riemann tensor that matches the real Schwarzschild metric.
We need to now obtain the desired tetrad, which is the final tetrad of the standard
Newman-Janis trick, i.e. Kerr. This would involve changing relevant plus signs
into minus signs and certain minus signs into plus signs to obtain the Kerr tetrad
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la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− m
r− i a cosθ −
m
r+ i a cosθ
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+ isinθ ∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.59)
A more precise mathematical statement would be that to obtain the final tetrad
(7.59) from tetrad (7.57) is to perform the following transformation on the tetrad
legs
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na+
( −m i a cosθ
r2+a2 cos2 θ
)
la,
ma −→ mˆa =
(r− i a cosθ
r+ i a cosθ
)
ma,
ma −→ mˆa = −2 i a sinθ√
2 (r− i a cosθ)
(
na−
(1
2
+
m
r− i a cosθ
)
la
)
+ma.
(7.60)
The crucial point is that the last step of the standard Newman-Janis trick involves
this type of tetrad leg transformation as well. We are simply exploiting such a
property in this modified trick.
Perhaps a more cleaner tetrad leg transformation is perform the following follow-
ing transformation on (7.57),
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la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na+
( −m i a cosθ
r2+a2 cos2 θ
)
la,
ma −→ mˆa = ma,
ma −→ mˆa = −2 i a sinθ√
2 (r+ i a cosθ)
(
na−
(1
2
+
m
r− i a cosθ
)
la
)
+
(r− i a cosθ
r+ i a cosθ
)
ma.
(7.61)
resulting in the tetrad
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− m
r− i a cosθ −
m
r+ i a cosθ
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)− isinθ ∂φ ),
(7.62)
which is also the Kerr metric, being the θ →−θ transformation of (7.57), with
ma and ma interchanged.
Standard Newman-Janis vs. Modified Newman-Janis
Let us review the standard Newman-Janis trick which includes the hidden tetrad,
namely Tetrad 3. From this one can conclude that the trick is not very clean as a
method.
To elaborate on this, we can see that Tetrad 2 has geometric quantities which
are not well-defined in terms of standard complex analysis and hence very little
physics can be associated to it. Furthermore, Tetrad 3 does not satisfy the re-
quirements of being a null tetrad since ma and ma are not complex conjugates of
each other. The step at the end of the procedure involves an arbitrary tetrad leg
transformation which turns the vector ma to be the actual complex conjugate of
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ma.
In fact, it may be correct to argue that in the standard Newman-Janis trick, the
conjugate of r is introduced in Tetrad 2 merely to provide the relevant term in na
vector of Tetrad 3. Specifically, this term would be the coefficient of the mass
parameter, after the complex coordinate transformation. This means that the term
2m/r needs to get turned into 2mr/(r2+a2 cos2θ). And conjugating r in a certain
way allows us to obtain the latter expression from the former after a complex
coordinate transformation.
The vectors ma and ma in Tetrad 2 do not really need the conjugate term since the
last step of the arbitrary tetrad leg transformation can be extended, so to fix up the
vector ma to be the complex conjugate of ma. Following in this line of thought,
the idea of introducing the conjugate of r in the standard Newman-Janis trick, is
really there for a notational purpose to get the right coefficient for the mass term
as opposed to anything of direct physical relevance.
We argue that our modified version of the trick has the hope of finding the physics
but includes the disadvantage of the standard Newman-Janis trick of having an
arbitrary tetrad leg transformation at the end. Other than that, it a much cleaner
method.
In the modified case, we have the luxury of having well-defined tetrads through-
out the procedure, without any conjugation process or any of the arbitrariness
associated with it.
The tetrad leg transformation at the end also shows a hint of a physical process.
If one sets m = 0, then the above transformations (7.61) become the Lorentz-like
transformation (7.47) we saw in the flat-space case. Recall those transformations
did not change the geometry for our modified Newman-Janis trick.
In the Schwarzschild case, the geometry changes to Kerr. We see that difference
between the transformations (7.47) and (7.61) is that the mass parameter, m, is
involved in the tetrad leg transformations. Hence we can see that the geometrical
transformation depends on the mass parameter.
The point is that both the standard Newman-Janis trick and our modified Newman-
Janis trick is not very clean as a method (both involve tetrads which are not null
and arbitrary tetrad leg transformations). The difference is that we can talk about
physics (as we shall see in the next section) and well-defined metrics in the latter
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compared to the former.
But the most important thing is that both of these methods are equivalent from the
viewpoint of obtaining the Kerr metric from the Schwarzschild metric through a
complex coordinate transformation.
7.4 Explanation
Given our new modified Newman-Janis trick, we aim to provide a partial geo-
metric and physical explanation for the trick. To accomplish this task, requires
us to build a table to explicate and amplify upon certain features, thereby setting
up a framework to do our investigations on as well as carry out future work. In
particular our objective is to deconstruct the geometric changes in the modified
Newman-Janis trick and analyze each geometric change in an independent man-
ner.
Isolating geometrical change
We start by considering the thee different versions of the flat metric in our modi-
fied Newman-Janis trick on flat space. The first one is denoted η1 and is expressed
as
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2r
(∂θ +
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2r
(∂θ − isinθ ∂φ ).
(7.63)
Notice that this is the first tetrad (7.34) of the modified trick . The second tetrad
of the trick (7.40) is denoted by η2 and is given by
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la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)−
i
sinθ
∂φ ).
(7.64)
The final tetrad (7.46) of the modified trick is denoted by η3 and is expressed in a
different but equivalent form given by
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)− isinθ ∂φ ).
(7.65)
These three versions of the flat metrics will be the basis for the construction of
three different families of Kerr-Schild metrics, which can be expressed as
gabi = η
ab
i +2 P l
a lb, (7.66)
where i would differentiate between the different flat metrics considered above.
In addition to that, it will differentiate between the different Kerr-Schild families.
First start by letting la = ∂r and lb = ∂r. Then consider four different expressions
for P where
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P1 = 0
P2 =
m
r
P3 =
m
r− i a cosθ
P4 =
mr
r2+a2 cos2θ
.
(7.67)
Metrics will belong to the same family if they share the same flat space metric,
even though they may have different values for P. In the following table below,
we construct three different families of Kerr-Schild metrics which correspond to
the three different rows.
Table 7.1: Kerr-Schild family of metrics
P1 = 0 (flat space) P2 P3 P4
ηab1 η
ab
1 +2P2 l
a lb(Sch.) ηab1 +2P3 l
a lb ηab1 +2P4 l
a lb
ηab2 η
ab
2 +2P2 l
a lb ηab2 +2P3 l
a lb ηab2 +2P4 l
a lb
ηab3 η
ab
3 +2P2 l
a lb ηab3 +2P3 l
a lb ηab3 +2P4 l
a lb(Kerr)
It is important to note that in all the metrics in the table la = ∂r and lb = ∂r.
It is also very important to note that the metrics in the first row and the second
row were built from tetrads which were not null tetrads. This is due to the fact the
flat space metrics η1 and η2 were built from tetrads in which ma is not the actual
complex conjugate of ma.
As can be seen, the different rows represent the different Kerr-Schild family. So
all the metrics in the first row belong to the same family and so on. Metrics in the
family only vary in what the P function is.
All metrics are have well-defined geometric quantities from the viewpoint of stan-
dard complex analysis.
Another interesting characteristic to note is that the difference vertically between
the metrics is that they differ in the expression for flat space. Flat space is given
either by η1, η2, or η3. Therefore P stays constant as one moves vertically through
the table. These patterns of the table will be important when we consider the
analysis of our modified Newman-Janis trick.
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It was mentioned before that the three flat space metrics of our modified Newman-
Janis trick on flat space is given by the first column. What about the tetrads in our
modified Newman-Janis trick for Schwarzschild to Kerr?
It turns out that our initial complex Schwarzschild tetrad (7.51) is given by the
metric in the first row and second column, i.e. ηab1 + 2P2 l
a lb. In our modified
trick, we perform a holomorphic coordinate transformation that gives us a tetrad
(7.57) which is a version of a complex Schwarzschild metric. In the table this is
expressed in the second row and third column, i.e. η2 + 2P3 la lb. Finally in our
modified Newman-Janis trick we do a tetrad leg transformation that gives us the
tetrad (7.59) for the complexified Kerr metric which is equivalently written as
la = ∂r,
na = ∂u− 12
(
1− 2mr
r2+a2 cos2 θ
)
∂r,
ma =
1√
2(r− i a cosθ)(∂θ + i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)+
i
sinθ
∂φ ),
m¯a =
1√
2(r+ i a cosθ)
(∂θ − i a sinθ(∂u−∂r)− isinθ ∂φ ).
(7.68)
In our table, this complex Kerr metric would be located on in the third row and
fourth column, i.e. η3+2P4 la lb.
To express the other metrics, it would be more fulfilling to show the the tetrad leg
procedures which allows one to move horizontally in the table, if one were to start
with one of the flat space metrics.
We start by taking the relevant null tetrad for one of the flat space metrics and
performing the tetrad leg transformation
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na+P la,
ma −→ mˆa = ma,
ma −→ mˆa = ma.
(7.69)
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to move horizontally. The value of P would depend on which column you would
want to move to. An example of this would be that suppose we start with η3. Then
we can move to the Kerr metric which is a horizontal movement by performing
the tetrad leg transformation (7.69) with
P = P4 =
mr
r2+a2 cos2θ
. (7.70)
Hence, movement within the same Kerr-Schild family can be facilitated through
(7.69). It is important to note that each of the metrics in the same family are
different in terms of geometry and the only feature different among them is the P
variable.
Therefore the geometrical change as one moves horizontally through the table is
solely due to the change in the na vector of the null tetrad. Specifically this change
is due to the change to the value of P.
This forms the first part of constructing the framework for analysing the geomet-
rical change in our modified Newman-Janis trick.
What happens when one wants to move from a metric on the first row to a metric
directly below on the second row. An example of this would be to start from
metric ηab1 +2P2 l
a lb and move below to ηab2 +2P2 l
a lb.
This would involve starting with the relevant tetrads for the metric in the first row
and then performing the tetrad leg transformations
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na
ma −→ mˆa =
( r
r− i a cosθ
)
ma+
i a sinθ(na− 12(1+2 P )la)√
2 (r− i a cosθ) ,
ma −→ mˆa =
( r
r− i a cosθ
)
ma+
i a sinθ(na− 12(1+2 P )la)√
2 (r− i a cosθ) .
(7.71)
The function P would depend on the metric in question since both the start and
target metric have the same P.
Notice that the geometrical change as one moves from the first row to the second
row, resides only with the vectors ma and ma. More striking is that the change in
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these vectors depends on the value of P. But the value of P stays constant within
each column. If the underlying metric was flat where P = 0, then this transfor-
mation would not change the geometry. Otherwise, there would be a change in
geometry going vertically down.
The next geometric change we want to isolate is given by the analysis of what
happens when we move from the second row to the metric directly below on the
third row. Note that this operation is equivalent to fixing up the vector ma to be the
actual complex conjugate of ma. So if one starts with a tetrad in the second row,
then to move to the metric directly below on the third row, one has to perform the
tetrad leg transformation
la −→ lˆa = la,
na −→ nˆa = na
ma −→ mˆa = ma,
ma −→ mˆa =
(r− i a cosθ
r+ i a cosθ
)
ma− 2 i a sinθ(n
a− 12(1+2 P )la)√
2 (r+ i a cosθ)
.
(7.72)
Notice that the geometrical change resides only in the ma vector and this change
depends on the variable P. Once again if the underlying metric was flat, then one
obtains a flat metric, with P = 0.
Analyzing the modified Newman-Janis trick
We’ve now set up a framework to analyse and interpret our modified Newman-
Janis trick. We can now isolate and see the geometrical changes in terms of func-
tion P.
Our modified Newman-Janis trick starts with the complex Schwarzschild metric
(7.51) which is located on the first row and second column of the table. One then
performs a holomorphic coordinate transformation
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u 7→ u′ = u− i a cosθ , (7.73)
r 7→ r′ = r+ i a cosθ , (7.74)
θ 7→ θ ′ = θ , (7.75)
φ 7→ φ ′ = φ , (7.76)
which results in a complex Schwarzschild metric (7.57). The position of the met-
ric on table, is that it is located the second row and third column.
This implies two things have happened because of the complex coordinate trans-
formation. The first is that the value of P has changed when we move horizontally
to the right. The metric there is well defined but not Ricci flat. The second is
that one moved vertically downward which also depended on the new value of
P. Though we have isolated the geometrical changes due to a complex coordi-
nate transformation, the explanatory statements are not needed since the resulting
metric is a complex Schwarzschild metric.
The main aspect of this framework is to analyze what happens in the second part
of our modified Newman-Janis trick when perform the tetrad leg transformation.
This results in moving from our complex Schwarzschild metric to the complex
Kerr metric which is located in the third row and fourth column.
This last step of the Newman-Janis trick, involves changing the value of P and
then moving from the second row to the third row. This geometric change also
depends on the value of P.
Another way to look at this, is that complex Schwarzschild and complex Kerr are
related by a change in P and making sure that ma is the actual conjugate of ma.
This is the connection between Schwarzschild and Kerr in the modified Newman-
Janis trick. The complex coordinate transformation is simply a matter of setting
up Schwarzschild in an appropriate way.
We are also able to quantify how the geometry changes in different isolated parts
and it can be seen that this is attributed to the variable P.
The most important aspect of this framework is left for future work. This involves
rewriting all of the metrics in the table in the form ηab1 +2Qk
a ka. In other words,
putting all the metrics, including the ones in the second and third row, in the form
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where the flat space metric in the Kerr-Schild form is given by η1.
Hence one would be able to observe the exact change happening at each step of the
way with the variable Q and null vector k, as one performs the modified Newman-
Janis trick. The flat space metric would be untouched and hence this will provide
a cleaner geometric interpretation for the trick.
So the final question is what can be said of the physics.
Physical interpretation
It is interesting to observe that when we went from the second row with the com-
plex Schwarzschild metric to the third row with complex Kerr, the only change
going downward involves changes in the ma (as well as a change in the variable
P).
Therefore, it seems reasonable to give a hypothesis that the source of physical
angular momentum resides from going vertically down from the second row to
the third row, i.e. to making sure that we fix up ma to be the actual complex
conjugate of ma. One can test these ideas on the adjacent metrics on the table and
provide an analogous case. If this turns out to be the case, then we can show a
physical property can be actualized by a specific null tetrad condition.
What is the physical significance of P? Well we can see that P depends on the
total mass of the spacetime. Hence one can deduce that the source of geometrical
change in table (7.1) is due to the mass.
The most interesting physical question is: does the change P correspond to a
change in m? The deeper question would be to ask if there is a change in mass
as one does the Newman-Janis trick? Is the physics of the situation due to some
dynamics of mass? We will explore the tip of the iceberg of this question.
Suppose we take the P value of the complex Kerr metric given by P4. To move to
the left to P3, one can make the following action on the mass term in P4,
m →
(
1+
i a cosθ
r
)
m. (7.77)
Hence we see that to go from P4 to P3, involves adding an imaginary contribution
of mass to the total mass.
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To move from the value of P3 to P2, requires performing the following action on
the mass term in P3:
m →
(
1− i a cosθ
r
)
m. (7.78)
This amounts to subtracting an imaginary contribution of the mass from the total
mass. Combining this together, we see that to from the complex Kerr value of
P4 to the initial complex Schwarzschild metric and its value of P2 requires one to
perform the transformation
m →
(
1+
a2 cos2θ
r2
)
m. (7.79)
Hence this involves adding a real valued contribution of mass to the total amount.
If one were to reverse the roles and go from P2 to P4, it is fair to say that this would
involve subtracting a real-valued component of the total mass. Furthermore this
process happens through the complexified vacuum spacetimes of our modified
Newman-Janis trick.
What makes this investigation more attractive is that the Schwarzschild metric (i.e.
P2) has all of its mass as the irreducible mass. By contrast, the Kerr spacetime has
the same total mass as the Schwarzschild value in the Newman-Janis trick but
its mass has a composition made of the irreducible mass as well as the reducible
mass. Hence the Kerr spacetime has a decrease in irreducible mass compared to
the Schwarzschild spacetime.
The hypothesis is that the irreducible mass is decreasing smoothly as one moves
horizontally through the table. The hypothesis is that the change in P is related to
the change in irreducible mass, even as it travels through the complexified spaces.
Future directions
We have outlined in the previous subsections an insightful geometric understand-
ing of the Newman-Janis trick. It still begs to ask the question: Why does the
trick work and how does the initial coordinate parameter a become a physical
parameter at the end of the trick?
In this subsection, we aim to provide a few observations that may provide direc-
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tions on answering the above question.
Let us observe that on Table (7.1), the Schwarzschild metric, which is on the first
row and second column, can be explicitly written as
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m
r
)
du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (7.80)
Notice that when m = 0, the Schwarzschild metric becomes η1 which is on the
first row and expressed as
ds2 = du2+2 du dr− r2(dθ 2+ sin2θ dφ2). (7.81)
The Kerr metric, which is on the third row and fourth column, can be expressed
as
ds2 =
(
1− 2 m r
r2+a2cos2θ
)
du2+2dudr+
4 m r asin2θ
r2+a2cos2θ
dudφ−2a sin2θ dφ dr
− ((r2+a2cos2θ)a2 sin2θ +2 m r a2 sin2θ
+(r2+a2cos2θ)2)
sin2θ
(r2+a2cos2θ)
dφ2− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2, (7.82)
and if one sets a = 0, then the resulting metric is the Schwazschild spacetime
(7.80). The more interesting case is when the expression m= 0, is substituted into
the Kerr metric and the resulting metric is expressed as
ds2 = du2+2 du dr−2 asin2θ dφ dr− (r2+a2cos2θ)dθ 2
− (a2+ r2)sin2θ dφ2, (7.83)
which is η3 in Table (7.1).
On the one hand, this is as expected but on the other hand this is absolutely strik-
ing. In the Kerr metric the angular momentum per unit mass a is expressed as
a =
J
m
, (7.84)
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where J is the angular momentum and m is the usual mass parameter.
Therefore, when one performs the operation to set m = 0, in the Kerr metric and
obtains the metric (7.83), it can be deduced that only certain m parameters are set
to 0. The parameter m residing in the a term, is not set to 0 (though one can argue
that one should include the extra condition that J should be set to 0 but then we
lose the a coordinate which is visible in the flat metric η3).
To summarize, from the Kerr metric, we can set certain m parameters to zero
and we obtain the flat metric η3. Through this process, the physical parameter
m becomes a mathematical parameter. This is exactly what is happening in the
Newman-Janis trick but in the opposite direction! We start with a mathematical
parameter a = J/m, which then turns to a physical parameter.
To expand upon this observation, let us look at Table 7.1 and deduce the locations
of the event horizons for each of the metrics involved. In the Schwarzschild met-
ric, we have the location of the event horzin as rH = 2m. When m is set to 0, one
can in some sense say the event horizon for η1 is rH = 0.
In the Kerr metric, the location of the event horizon is given by rH =m+
√
m2−a2.
It is very important to note that when certain m terms (not the ones inside the a
term) are set to 0, we see that rH = i a as the location of the event horizon for η3.
This means that the flat space has a complex Schwarzschild radius associated to it
and this comes from certain physical parameters turning to mathematical param-
eters.
Using this structure, we can deduce a number of different properties. For the
metric η1, we have that rH = 0, which can be rewritten as rH = iacos pi2 . Similarly
for the flat space η3, we can rewrite rH = i a, as rH = i a cos 0.
Therefore one can make a “guess” that the location of the event horizon for η2
will be rH = i a cosθ .
It is interesting to note that the coefficient of dθ 2 in the different flat metrics
vanishes when the above considerations are substituted in their respective metrics.
More precisely, the coefficient of dθ 2 vanishes when r = i acos pi2 is substituted in
η1, r = i acosθ is substituted in η2, and r = i acos0 is substituted into η3. Hence,
our guess that the location of the event horizon for η2 will be r = i a cosθ , seems
to be on the right track.
We can go back to the notation that rH = 0, is the location of the event horizon
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for η1 and also rewrite rH = i a cos θ , as rH − i a cos θ = 0 as the location of
the event horizon for η2. Hence, we can see a transformation of the form, rH →
rH− i a cosθ .
This is exactly the coordinate transformation of the Newman-Janis trick. In some
sense, by using the complex Schwarzschild radius for η3, we are able to deduce
properties of the Newman-Janis trick.
From this consideration, we can also “guess” what the event horizon will be for
our complexified Schwarzschild metric which is on the second row and third col-
umn of Table (7.1). It has to reduce to rH = i a cosθ , when certain m terms are
set to 0 (not the ones in the a term). The reason for this, is due that fact that the
complexified Schwarzschild metric becomes η2, when those same terms are set to
0.
The guess would be that the event horizon for this complexified Schwarzschild
metric is located at r = m+
√
m2−a2 cos2 θ . If we set m = 0 in that expression,
it gives us the desired result of r = i a cosθ , hence once again our guess seems to
show promising signs.
Notice that all of these constructions, seems to align with our interpretation of P
where the irreducible mass decreases. The area of the event horizon and the irre-
ducible mass are directly proportional, hence a reduction in P as we move along
the Newman-Janis trick should be equivalent to a reduction in the event horizon
which is what we observe. The event horizon location starts at r = 2m, then re-
duces to r = m+
√
m2−a2 cos2 θ , and finally the Kerr event horizon location is
at r = m+
√
m2−a2.
Future work will involve mathematical rigorous construction of our guesses and in
some sense “deriving” the Newman-Janis trick from the complex Schwarzschild
radius rH = i a of η3. Hence one would be able to show that the Newman-Janis
trick is nothing more than a sophisticated version of the problem of why the Kerr
metric reduces to a flat metric when certain m terms are set to zero, while others
become mathematical parameters?
More precisely, the latter has the problem of why does the physical parameter m
turn to a mathematical parameter when this procedure is done? The exact reverse
phrasing of this problem is at the heart of the Newman-Janis trick.
It may be possible that the complex Schwarzschild radius of η3, represents some
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physically meaningful hidden complex-valued structure.
7.5 Resemblance between Schwarzschild and Kerr
In this section, we’re going to show some calculations which highlight the simi-
larities between the Schwarzschild metric and the Kerr metric in oblate spheroidal
coordinates. For this section, we shall work in the Lorentzian signature (−+++).
The reason for these calculations is that they may provide clues to why the Newman-
Janis trick is successful to relate these two spacetimes. In particular the Newman-
Janis trick involves introducing an a parameter into the complex coordinate trans-
formation, which afterwards turns out to become a physical quantity for the Kerr
metric. From the perspective of oblate spheroidal coordinates, the parameter a
can be seen in a different manner.
We first start by writing Minkowski space, ds2 =−dt2+dx2+dy2+dz2, in oblate
spheroidal coordinates
ds2M =−dt2+
r2+a2 cos2 θ
r2+a2
dr2+(r2+a2 cos2 θ)dθ 2+(r2+a2) sin2 θdφ2,
(7.85)
through the coordinate transformation
x =
√
r2+a2 sinθ cosφ ,
y =
√
r2+a2 sinθ sinφ ,
z = r cosθ .
(7.86)
From this construction, one can write the Kerr-Schild “Cartesian” version of the
Kerr geometry in these oblate spheroidal coordinates leading to
ds2Kerr = ds
2
M +
2mr
r2+a2 cos2 θ
(
dt+
r2+a2 cos2 θ
r2+a2
dr−a sin2 θdφ
)2
. (7.87)
An important thing to note is that the dθ term vanishes in the null covector. From
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there, if we write the Schwarzschild geometry in the same oblate spheroidal coor-
dinates, it results in
ds2Schwarzschild = ds
2
M +
2m√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
(
dt
+
r√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
dr+
a2 sinθ cosθ√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
dθ
)2 (7.88)
In comparison with the Kerr metric (7.87), it is interesting to note that in (7.88)
the dφ term vanishes in the null covector.
Expanding our observation on the similarities and differences between the two
metrics, it can be said that both
(
dt+
r2+a2 cos2 θ
r2+a2
dr−a sin2 θdφ
)
, (7.89)
and
(
dt+
r√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
dr+
a2 sinθ cosθ√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
dθ
)
=
(
dt+d
√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
)
= d
(
t+d
√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
) (7.90)
are null one-forms with respect to the Minkowski metric.
If one were to keep the coordinate system fixed in oblate spheroidal coordinates,
then somehow the transition from Schwarzschild metric to the Kerr metric amounts
to replacing
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2m√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
(
dt+
r√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
dr+
a2 sinθ cosθ√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
dθ
)2
=
2m√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
(
dt+d
√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
)2
=
2m√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
[
d
(
t+
√
r2+a2 sin2 θ
)]2
(7.91)
by
2mr
r2+a2 cos2 θ
(
dt+
r2+a2 cos2 θ
r2+a2
dr−a sin2 θdφ
)2
. (7.92)
Notice the similarities between the two expressions, as well as the differences.
Finally for the case where we have oblate spheroidal rational polynomial coordi-
nates (χ = cosθ), Minkowski space ds2 =−dt2+dx2+dy2+dz2 can be repre-
sented as
ds2M =−dt2+
r2+a2 χ2
r2+a2
dr2+
r2+a2 χ2
1−χ2 dχ
2+(r2+a2) (1−χ2)dφ2, (7.93)
by the coordinate transformation
x =
√
r2+a2
√
1−χ2 cosφ ,
y =
√
r2+a2
√
1−χ2 sinφ ,
z = r χ.
(7.94)
The Kerr metric in these coordinates, is expressed
ds2Kerr = ds
2
M +
2mr
r2+a2 χ2
(
dt+
r2+a2 χ2
r2+a2
dr−a (1−χ2)dφ
)2
, (7.95)
and the Schwarzschild spacetime is expressed as
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ds2Schwarzschild = ds
2
M +
2m√
r2+a2 (1−χ2)
(
dt+
r√
r2+a2 (1−χ2) dr
+
a2 χ√
r2+a2(1−χ2)dθ
)2
= ds2M +
2m√
r2+a2 (1−χ2)
[
d
(
t+
√
r2+a2(1−χ2)
)]2
.
(7.96)
In this coordinate system, the two metrics share a lot of similarities and some
differences. Also the parameter a in this coordinate system does not have the
feature that when a→ 0, the Kerr metric goes to Schwarzschild.
8Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has dealt primarily with two facets of the intersection of General Rel-
ativity with complex variables. The first involved complex spacetimes, and the
second was regarding the Newman-Janis trick. The overall key conclusions and
possible future directions are stated below.
In our discussions of complex spacetimes, there was the approach of modifying
spacetime metrics into Euclidean metrics and thereby, turning them into complex
Hermitian form. The other approach would be to consider how to modify complex
manifold theory for Lorentzian manifolds.
These approaches came about, due to a key theorem which stated that Lorentzian
signature metrics cannot admit an almost Hermitian structure. The necessary
modifications by Flaherty [1], was the introduction of a modified almost Her-
mitian structure which was complex-valued. Among the key results was that
this modified almost Hermitian structure was integrable for spacetimes such as
Schwarzschild and Kerr.
The second part of this thesis consisted of reviewing the Newman-Janis trick and
a number of variations on that theme. What was particularly interesting is that the
trick seems to work naturally on a special subclass of Kerr-Schild metrics. But so
far, the necessity of a metric belonging to this Kerr-Schild class for the trick to be
successful, has not been proven.
The explanations by Kerr-Talbot and Newman suffered from explaining the am-
biguity involved in conjugating certain coordinate terms. We highlighted that this
non-holomorphic transformation and the derivative of the modulus of the complex
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number r plays the central role in the lack of explanation of the trick.
We also noted that the original trick had a statement which was of crucial impor-
tance, namely that the vectors ma and ma be complex conjugates throughout the
procedure.
When this subtle statement was not enforced, it allowed us to identify a hidden
tetrad in the Newman-Janis trick. The hidden tetrad was used to explain the equiv-
alence between the Newman-Janis trick and Giampieri’s method, thereby remov-
ing the question of what the ansatz in Giampieri’s method is.
However, it is interesting to observe that the hidden tetrad does not satisfy the
conditions of a null tetrad, where ma and ma should be complex conjugates of
each other.
We rewrote the Newman-Janis trick where non-holomorphic transformations and
the ambiguities involved were not present. In this new procedure, we exploited
tetrads which mathematically did not satisfy the conditions of being a null tetrad,
since the vectors ma and ma were not complex conjugates of each other, but yet
still produced meaningful answers. This version of the trick allows us to start
considering the Newman-Janis trick in a more fruitful way, with the possibility of
understanding the physics of the procedure.
Future work in the direction of this project would involve explorations of extend-
ing this modified Newman-Janis trick, to the generalized case of the Kerr-Schild
metrics.
An interesting exploration would be to consider that since null tetrads and the
mass term [72] can be built from the theory of 2-component spinors, it may be
advantageous to employ this modified Newman-Janis trick in the spinor language.
A hope of this exercise, may be that it helps us observe how the mass parameter
behaves under the trick, and thereby help us explain the physics of the situation.
Directions such as the ones mentioned above, would help us move into the wider
objective of elucidating the relationships between General Relativity and complex-
valued structures. Ultimately, this may help us in understanding how General
Relativity interacts with the complex-valued structure of quantum theory at a fun-
damental level, and thereby lead us to answer the question: What is space, time
and the quantum?
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